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FIRST WORD
Funds aren’t fun
They face myriad hardships that defy exaggeration.
The climate to stimulate savings grows colder by the day.

SA

retirement funds are stuck in a
quicksand. The tax incentives to save
through these vehicles are obliterated by
disincentives outside the funds’ control.
For topical evidence, look no further than the
attempt in July by fresh finance minister Malusi
Gigaba to start building trust in his policy intentions.
At best, the attempt offers hints of structural reform to
waylay a ratings downgrade and worsening recession.
At least, trust can only improve when trust in his boss
comes off the lowest base imaginable.
Then contrast his efforts with the ANC national
policy conference. Marked by divisiveness in
leadership and evasiveness on corruption, little respite
was offered to the confidence-sapping damage of a
one-way economic trajectory. Party policy and fiscal
policy are joined at the hip.
Most obviously, people save when they can afford
to save. Such are the levels of consumer indebtedness,
as survey after survey makes plain, affordability is
subordinated to debt repayments. Where saving is
mandatory, as through occupational retirement funds,
it’s undermined by the propensity for premature

withdrawals.
Short-termism is nationally pervasive in the
behaviour of consumer and government alike. The one
infects the other.
Also obviously, people save when they foresee
better reward in saving than in not saving. It’s well and
good to haul out historical records, which demonstrate
the advantages in starting early and staying the
distance, but these days they’re a silver lining to the
dark cloud of SA’s political economy.
Riddled by uncertainties and unpredictabilities,
differing mainly in shades of negativity, retirement
funding cannot be viewed in an isolated silo. Much as
a potent element within the government hierarchy is
philosophically averse to markets, yet paradoxically
hoping to draw investors, it’s unavoidably at the mercy
of them.
To behave in denial is to choke off prospects
for economic growth, worsened by redistribution
without prosperity. One consequence is to diminish
the potential for inflation-beating returns that are the
predominant reason to attract long-term savings in the
first place.
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performance targets. Feel pity for trustees having to
explain it;

Zuma casts a long shadow
The advance of policy formulation around the
vocabulary of a “developmental state” bristles with selfdefeating ambiguities, hostile to markets and hence to
investors. The neglect to attack wasteful spending, and
worse, make the rhetoric to redress “unemployment,
inequality and poverty” more propagandistic than
pragmatic. Victims are as much the poor as the middle
classes.
An era of subdued returns, already embedded,
looms for retirement funds. They’ll increasingly
chase rand-hedge stocks, that aren’t in the forefront of
domestic job creation, for fears that currency weakness
will be accelerated by the mooted government
interference with such SA institutional strengths as
property rights and Reserve Bank inflation targeting.
Portfolio flows from abroad have helped to
sustain JSE equity and bond indices. But their relative
buoyancy (merely to have held at 2015 levels) is
deceptive because it disguises, rather than reflects, the
dangerously low levels of domestic fixed investment
and real economic activity that in turn rely on savings.
Specifically in the environment of retirement funds:
u Foreign investment into local equities and bonds
can turn off as quickly as a tap, and reverse as into
a drain. Should it happen, there’d be no place to
hide. Investment returns will rapidly take a beating,
hurting the funds’ millions of members in terms of
benefits. Current debates on fees and strategies will
pale against the strain on fund managers to reach

u To date, SA has been spared the worst of junk
status by the rating of the local currency being held
at investment grade. Were the next move to be a
full-blown downgrade of SA’s sovereign debt to
sub-investment status – perhaps more likely than
not, given the contradictions and confusions from a
factious Zuma government – an immediate impact
would be the algorithmic flight from SA capital
markets, driven by exclusion from key emergingmarket indices, to the detriment of the rand and
the economy as a whole;
u The revised mining charter, if implemented against
severe contestation, will uproot the local mining
industry that has traditionally been a mainstay of
fund portfolios;
u Retirement-fund reform has stalled. The sackings
of Pravin Gordhan and Mcebesi Jonas from the
finance ministry have left it without a champion.
Their replacements, respectively Malusi Gigaba
and Sfiso Buthelezi (also chairman of the
Public Investment Corporation), have other
preoccupations in the Gupta morass;
u It leaves mandatory preservation up in the air.
Retirement funds thus remain a misnomer where
they’re accessible conduits for lifestyle exigencies
and aspirations;
u In the offing is a national social security fund
underpinned by the “solidarity” principle, a politely
social way of saying that private-sector retirement
funds are to be squeezed. Not much to stimulate
RAs and the rest there then. The funding of a
national health insurance scheme, which the state
cannot afford, also awaits;
u Regulation 28, which provides prudential
guidelines under the Pension Funds Act for asset
allocations, has become obtuse. Funds cannot
adhere to its requirement for investing with due
regard to governance factors while simultaneously
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investing in corruption-shrouded parastatals. If
the funds steer clear, to comply with Reg 28, the
Eskoms and Transnets will have a problem. From
where will they get the money to continue their
operations?
u Predictably, the ogre of prescribed assets again
rears. Coming out of the ANC policy conference,
it’s a proposal to be investigated with such other
investor inanities as nationalisation of the Reserve
Bank.
Before the proposed investigation gets ahead of itself,
certain fundamentals must come to the fore:
u Prescribed assets are an admission of failure,
screaming a message to the world that the issuers of
government and government-backed debt cannot
compete fairly for support;
u By definition, being at below-market rates,
prescribeds represent subsidies. For every subsidy
granted, there must be a grantor. Here, it’s
retirement funds where the ultimate grantor is fund
members at their cost;
u Receipt of loans by compulsion is an invitation
to abuse. Market disciplines, for governance and
accountability, are stymied;
u Prescribeds are a selective taxation by stealth.
They can only reduce the returns on retirement
funds’ investments and hence on their members’
benefits. They further contradict government’s
putative aim to enhance the attractiveness of saving
through retirement vehicles.
Throw into this mix the difference between
defined-benefit funds in the public sector and definedcontribution funds in the private sector. Subjecting
them equally to a regime of prescribed assets will cause
unequal treatment for respective members, those in
the public sector enjoying a protection from employers
unavailable to employees in the private.
SA’s previous experience with prescribed assets was

during the later years of National Party administration.
In the pullback of foreign investment, it was regulated
that retirement funds invest a proportion of their
assets (touching 50% at one stage), mainly in RSA
bonds and Eskom stock. Fund returns were brutally
hammered.
If only the implications for the future and the
lessons from the past were to sink in. If only the
representatives of retirement funds rallied their
members in common cause with trade unions. If only.
Nonsenses emanating from the Zuma government
wouldn’t stand a chance.
Allan Greenblo,
Editorial Director
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LEGAL MATTERS

A board that won’t be bored
Fund’s principal employer Impala loses appeal on appointments by Registrar.
He can act “notwithstanding” fund rules.

F

rom the workplace perspective, where intense
rivalry between the Association of Mineworkers
& Construction Union and the National Union of
Mineworkers has blown into the pension-fund space on
the North West platinum belt (TT June-Aug), there are
potentially disturbing features to the judgment of the FSB
Appeal Board against Impala Platinum.
In effect, Impala’s unsuccessful appeal has ratified
the decision of the Pension Funds Registrar not only
to displace employer-appointed trustees of the Impala
Workers Provident Fund but also to replace the entire
board with three trustees of the Registrar’s nomination.
One of the three is Amcu general secretary Jeff
Mphahlele who Impala believes to have a “serious and
unmanageable conflict of interest”. Of the fund’s 32 000
members, roughly a third aren’t Amcu members.
The rules of the IWPF provide that its management
board must comprise 14 trustees, half appointed by
Impala as the employer and half elected by members.
Since the member-elected trustees had been dismissed
from Impala’s employment, they were automatically
disqualified as members or trustees of the fund.
On their dismissal, the IWPF no longer had a
properly constituted management board and was unable
to conduct an election of member trustees within the
required 90-day period. The three trustees appointed by
the Registrar were then to comprise an interim board.
On the argument of Impala, he should have appointed
trustees only to fill the vacancies; in other words, not to
have removed the Impala trustees already in place and to
have sought agreement on the new trustees.

By his action, however, Impala contended that the
Registrar had ignored the workplace structures set up for
collective bargaining between Impala and Amcu. They’d
agreed to consult on all issues affecting employees.
Impala also complained that the Registrar had not
given it adequate notice and a reasonable opportunity to
make representations about his intention to remove the
Impala-appointed trustees. These trustees were lawfully
in office and the Registrar could only supplement their
numbers, not appoint a board of his own choice.
The FSB Appeal Board, sitting under the chairmanship
of retired judge Louis Harms, cited from s7A of the
Pension Funds Act: “Notwithstanding the rules of a fund,
every fund shall have a board consisting of at least four
board members, at least 50% of whom the members of the
fund shall have the right to elect”. The Registrar, he held, is
entitled to act “notwithstanding” a fund’s rules.
Harms turned to s26, showing that the Registrar had
discretion to create an interim board that supplants a
board not properly constituted: “Two boards existing sideby-side is unthinkable. Once the interim board constitutes
a board that complies with s7A, the interim board is
relieved of its duties and dies a natural death.”
The idea was “ill founded” that the seven employernominated trustees should remain in place until a board
compliant with s7A has been constituted. The ‘removal’ of
these trustees, Harms added, was “simply a consequence
of the demise of the original board and the appointment
of an interim one”.
The Registrar appoints an interim board. It is a
completely different board. Its primary function is to
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Mphahlele . . . contentious trustee
constitute a proper board, Harms said.
On the “irrationality” alleged by Impala over the
Mphahlele appointment, he found that the Registrar had
taken into account that Mphahlele is general secretary of
the majority trade union and that a large proportion of
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the fund’s members are also members of this union: “In
spite of the list of nominees prepared by the rump board,
the Registrar considered it more appropriate to appoint
a senior office bearer of the union as such a person
would have the necessary support to successfully assist
in arranging and finalising the election of new board
members.”
The Registrar must be confident that he will do so
without bias against members of NUM. In the hothouse
atmosphere of the platinum belt, it might have been
preferable for him rather to have appointed a trustee
where no anticipation of bias could be perceived.
Even if there is, two other trustees were appointed
by the Registrar to the interim board. One is an Impala
employee who was an Impala-nominated member of the
then existing board. The other is an advocate described
as an expert in the supervision of retirement funds. They
imply checks and balances on the board as a whole.
That’s over and above their fiduciary duties, on which
Impala will doubtless keep an eagle eye.
n

Fairheads Beneﬁt Services has administered children’s beneﬁts for over
25 years, having looked after and paid out over 100 000 members during this
time. Strong fund governance is at the forefront of our success because not only
do we tick all the right boxes, the independent oversight over our fund affairs
provides the impetus for us to strive for ever increasing standards.
Our track record speaks for itself:
Fairheads was the pioneer of umbrella trusts in the 1980s
The Fairheads Umbrella Beneﬁciary Fund was the ﬁrst registered beneﬁciary
fund in South Africa
Fairheads was the ﬁrst to conduct guardian roadshows in 2010
Fairheads was the ﬁrst to disclose all fund fees using the ASISA Effective
Annual Cost standard, something which few if any providers have followed
Our Field Agent Program is the ﬁrst in the country which aims to locate and
service those clients who simply cannot do it themselves.

•
•
•
•
•

Fairheads – Keeping children’s money safe.
WINNER OF THE IMBASA YEGOLIDE BENEFICIARY FUND AND TRUST ADMINISTRATOR OF THE YEAR 2016, 2015, 2012, 2011 AND 2010
CAPE TOWN +27 21 410 7500 | SANDTON +27 11 883 9755 | BRAAMFONTEIN +27 10 005 5290/1/2/3 | DURBAN +27 31 368 9260
VISIT www.fairheads.com | FAIRHEADS BENEFIT SERVICES IS AN AUTHORISED FINANCIAL SERVICES PROVIDER, FSP NO 18428
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Memo on global benefit
programmes
To: HR Managers, Financial Directors, Trustees and to a lesser
extent employees with some financial knowledge.
Objectives: To re-introduce global benefits programmes, different solutions under
these programmes and key considerations when considering these plans.

J

uly marked National Savings Month. During this month
South Africans were exposed to numerous savings
campaigns. Households exposed to these campaigns may,
for example, increase savings by making small adjustments
to spending habits and by purchasing cheaper goods and
services.
By reviewing benefit arrangements, trustees of retirement
funds, human resources specialists as well as compensation
and benefits managers can also play an important role to
ensure that employees are better positioned to save. These
small adjustments add up and can result in significant
savings.
Global benefit programmes are solutions set up by global
benefit networks. These networks are central entities that
partner with different insurers from countries around the world
to implement global benefits programmes in those countries.
Typically, global benefits programmes are available to
multinational corporations operating in more than one country.
Global “captives” are one of the few types of global benefit
programme solutions. A captive can be set up and managed
by a global benefit network. The captive ultimately insures
employee benefit policies of a multinational’s worldwide
operations.

The multinational corporation therefore becomes the
insurer through the captive. This provides some level of selfinsurance that can lead to reduced risk charges. The local
insurer’s role is still to collect premiums, provide policies and
pay benefits. Multinationals would thus not have to set up
insurer expertise in the respective countries they ultimately
insure. This creates a saving on overheads, thus keeping
pricing competitive.
There may also be instances where a multinational parent
company is not comfortable with bearing the risk of having
a captive. In this instance, a global pooling arrangement
becomes another solution that can limit the downside risk
associated with captives.
With this type of arrangement, the premiums less claims
and other charges of participating benefits plans from around
the world are combined. If the premiums are greater than
claims and charges, the excess is paid to the multinational
corporation as a dividend. If the premiums are less than
claims and charges, the deficit may be written off.
By their very nature, global benefits programmes are
insurance arrangements. They work because they leverage
on large scales. For example, a local company with 2 000
employees may find it risky to self-insure.
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There could be claims that completely wipe out the
premiums received. This could leave the company with
significant out-of-pocket employee benefit expenses. For such
companies, the risk becomes significantly spread if the larger
pool of employees is for example 80 000 at the multinational
level. Combining these benefit plans and insuring them
through a pool or captive can provide a feasible form of selfinsurance.
Another advantage of global benefit plans is in coverage
and underwriting. Local insurers are sometimes not able to
offer certain levels of coverage for various reasons. In these
cases, the global benefit plan may still offer the desired level
of coverage.
Free cover limits are also significantly impacted with
certain global benefits programmes. In most cases, the
limits are significant, removing the need for underwriting of
a significant number of employees. This, in turn, has the
potential to reduce administration costs.
In the South African group risk market, price has become
the key determinant regarding insurer and product selection
and retention. When looking at a global benefit arrangement
quote, there are a few considerations.
The first is whether the quote is comparable with a similar
quote for a local arrangement. A global pooling arrangement
and a local arrangement will have similar or identical
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benefit structures for employees. However, with a pooling
arrangement there may be potential for dividend payments.
The second, given that some global arrangements have
an element of self-insurance, is to consider whether price
matters.
The third is that a global benefit arrangement must be
considered in terms of a long-term sustainable context. This is
because global benefit arrangements are a form of a financing
mechanism so that premium rates can be better aligned to
benefits.
While global benefit plans can be used to control costs
or provide exposure to insurance profits, the benefits are not
only financial. Data and information are normally passed on
to the global benefit network for presentation to the parent
company.
Parent companies therefore gain valuable insights on
benefit plans of their subsidiaries. This enables centralised
decision making on plan alignments between various regions.
Global benefit arrangements have been around for
decades. However, these solutions are not always considered
when a benefit arrangement is being reviewed. In an
economic environment where every rand counts, these
arrangements are worth considering.
www.liberty.co.za.

Global Pooling: Summary of Key Considerations
Why consider it?

Who should consider it?

Downside risk limited
Potential for dividends
Wider coverage
Reduced medical underwriting
A more comprehensive view of risk benefits provided to your
employees across the globe that can facilitate the alignment
of benefits between countries.

Multinational companies and their subsidiaries
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CURRENTS

PIC in a pickle
Forthcoming annual report will tell all. Or will it?
Transparency policies must be spelled out then seen to have applied.

T

he Public Investment Corporation should
decide for itself whether it is fish or fowl;
whether it complies with the standards of
transparency it requires from others or whether it
doesn’t. Its annual report, for the year to end-March
2017, is due for release. Look to it for the answer.
There were critical non-disclosures in the 2016
report. They relate particularly to:
u The identities of the external asset managers engaged,
and the sizes of there respective allocations;

u The recipients of loans or investments made by the
Isibaya fund, the sizes of these loans or investments
and their respective performances.
What is PIC policy on making such disclosures?
“There will be enough disclosure in the annual report
of our investments”, says spokesperson Sekgoela
Sekgoela.
Well, in the 2016 annual report there wasn’t
enough. In fact, there wasn’t even a hint at the
identities of the external asset managers or of the
Isibaya recipients. Neither were there revelations of
respective sizes and performances. It’s a mystery that
these remain a mystery (TT June-Aug).
On the external managers, there’s keen rivalry for
appointments. Unsurprisingly, it’s because in 2016

these managers handled 7,4% of the PIC’s domestic
listed equities. That’s a significant proportion.
Of the PIC’s total R1,9 trillion in assets under
management (predominantly from the Government
Employees Pension Fund), its listed portfolio for
equities represented over 12,5% of the JSE’s market
capitalisation.
The report does say that R57bn had been allocated
across 14 black-owned firms, but doesn’t specify the
criteria to define black ownership. In numbers that
seem difficult to reconcile, it proceeds to explain that
“R11,5bn was allocated to existing external managers,
all of which were black-owned firms: R9,5bn to
four established BBBEE managers and R2bn to a
developmental BBBEE manager”.
So it’s impossible to know the level of BBBEE
compliance that qualifies. This is moot as the revised
Financial Sector Charter kicks in. Equally impossible
is an assessment of the fairness in the distribution of
allocations.
On the Isibaya division, which held an unlisted
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portfolio of R44,6bn, it goes without saying that
transparency should be a prerequisite. Isibaya supports
over 1 000 small and medium enterprises. That’s
commendable, in pursuit of the PIC’s developmental
mandate, but without disclosure of recipients and
exposures the PIC is vulnerable to extraneous
pressures for assistance that might not always align to
unbiased evaluation.
Chairing the PIC board as deputy finance minister,
last year Mcebisi Jonas broke the ice when he
insisted that the PIC tell the parliamentary Standing
Committee on Finance about the fund’s involvement
with unlisted Independent News & Media SA. This
was at the behest of opposition MPs. The precedent
has been created for Jonas’ successor, new deputy
finance minister Sfiso Buthelezi, to tell of all exposures
falling outside investment grade.
Then take the PIC investment into the Bophelo
Insurance Group. With perhaps more than R500m in
mineworkers’ savings unaccounted for (TT June-Aug),
the Financial Services Board put Bophelo Beneficiary
Fund and Bophelo Benefit Services into curatorship.
What possessed the PIC to take a 30% stake? What
due diligence preceded it? Will it now, to help the
mineworkers, throw good money after bad?
Meanwhile, new finance minister Malusi Gigaba
has told parliament that he has in mind the PIC for
sinking R6bn into the black hole of SA Airways.
The PIC is there to advance the interests of 1,7m
members in government pension funds, not to take
up obligations that will look horrible on government’s
balance sheet. Since the finance minister appoints the
PIC board, its credibility stands to be tested.

For the records

I

t’s outrageous that the unclaimed benefits in
retirement funds now stands at R41,7bn. More
outrageous is that the amount has ballooned from
R34bn a year ago. That it’s going up, not down, points
to systemic defects being unaddressed or ignored.
Unclaimed benefits are benefits due to fund members,
pensioners and dependents that haven’t been paid.
Why not? The clichéd response is that they can’t be
traced. The truthful response is that too many funds
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and their administrators as well as – let it be said, the
regulator – are asleep at the wheel.
Some certainly do try to effect payments. Some
are highly successful because of physical effort such
as sending personnel to rural areas for meetings
whose purpose is promoted. Some are thoughtful with
creative suggestions on how technology, for instance
through the databases of cellphone operators and the
SA Social Security Agency, can assist (TT March-May).
It would be for the Financial Services Board, as
the regulator, to bring together the parties capable
and willing to help in hammering out a solution. That
surely isn’t beyond its competence, particularly since it
knows who they are.
Ismail Momoniat, deputy director at National
Treasury and a board member at the FSB, sees the
matter as a regulatory issue. He suggests legislation,
presumably in the form of Registrar directives, that
will compel administrators to trace and pay out
benefits.
But compulsion would be limited in its
effectiveness when same old, same old ineffectual
techniques apply: abandoned attempts to find
beneficiaries once tracing fees have chewed their
benefits, increased costs to administrators passed onto
funds, and records that cannot be updated without
a national database compiled through cooperation
between state and state-regulated agencies.
First try what’s already available. Or what
regulation can require to be made available. At the
end of the day it will be a matter of poor records, poor
payments; or good records and good payments.
Incidentally, to make matters worse, the R41,7bn
covers only funds regulated by the FSB. The gigantic
Government Employees Pension Fund isn’t one of
them. Also, the Chamber of Mines estimates that
about R3bn in unclaimed benefits is due to former
mineworkers alone. This illustrates the income and
sophistication levels of those who’re losing out.

Into the streets

A

movement calling itself the ‘Unpaid Benefits
Campaign’ has taken off. It’s rapidly escalating to
a mass scale, whose collective bargaining power invites
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by Hunter in the court hearings already conducted.
She maintains that her UBC role is limited to
assistance – information and training – for the
community’s growing band of volunteers. Between
them, these volunteers have so far collected claim
forms and supporting documents from more than 5
000 people in the Vaal region. Finding useful the FSB’s
recently-launched website search facility for unclaimed
benefits, the claims will be submitted to relevant funds.
A principle of the campaign is that nobody pays a
fee for the claims service it is providing.

Highly charged debate
Sebokeng community gathers to claim
proper attention, and spreading from its Vaal base to
protests in Johannesburg. Amongst its demands are
that pension and provident funds holding unclaimed
benefits:
u Stop abdicating responsibility for payment of those
benefits by transferring them to unclaimed benefit
funds;
u Take all reasonable steps to trace and pay each
person entitled to such benefit, no matter how
small;
u Stop deducting administration and tracing costs
from the benefits paid;
u Report on progress through the FSB website.
The UBC appears to have sprung up without
encouragement from any political party or trade
union, for it won’t hear of interventions from either.
Rosemary Hunter, former FSB deputy executive officer
for retirement funds, is suspected but vigorously
denies being an instigator or leader of it.
She’s too preoccupied with preparations for
an application to the Constitutional Court in her
litigation against the FSB over its “cancellations
project” (TT June-Aug). Nonetheless, the UBS draws
extensively for its contentions on the papers presented

U

nfortunately, the discussion over the disclosure
of fees at asset manager Sygnia is one-sided
because chief executive Magda Wierzycka won’t
participate in it (TT June-Aug). However, the Financial
Services Board has volunteered a response.
Mpho Ntuli, analyst for information disclosure at
the FSB’s department of collective investment schemes,
quotes from a 2014 board notice to conclude that
Sygnia has complied with its obligations. Thus it’s okay
for certain fund fact sheets to declare that fees will be
made available on request and for some analysts to be
befuddled by the total expense ratios (TERs) where
they’re shown.
Subsequent to the 2014 board notice there was a
2015 board notice. Their complexity necessitated the
issue of guidance notes in 2016 and 2017. Also, if any
of the Sygnia hedge funds are in life funds rather than
collective investment schemes, they presumably would
be subject to the disclosure requirements not of the
Collective Investment Schemes Control Act but of the
Financial Advisory & Intermediary Services Act.
Now expect ordinary consumers to understand
such finer points. The broad point is that, whereas TT
happened to fall upon Sygnia because of the attention
it was drawing to itself, there might well be others
within industry deserving FSB scrutiny under the
CISCA or FAIS.
The desired outcome, for consumers to know and
compare the fees they’re paying, is simple. Getting
there seems less simple. But perhaps it could become
simpler if the FSB, as a first step, were to make
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regulatory the ASISA standard for disclosure of
effective annual cost (EAC) rather than TER.

Play it again

S

am Tsiane, dismissed by the National Union
of Metalworkers as its long-serving benefits
coordinator (TT March-May), is being given the
runaround. With his dispute scheduled to have been
heard by the Commission for Conciliation, Mediation
& Arbitration on July 31, it’s been postponed until
sometime after August 31.

Tsiane . . . frustrating delays

announced at the retirement funds’ winter conference
by Batseta chair Isaac Ramputa. The purpose of the
partnership is to extend the scope and reach of TT
as a digital and print platform to help facilitate the
attainment of Financial Sector Charter objectives in
trustee and consumer education.
Shares in the restructured Today’s Trustee company
will be held equally by AF, AP and the TT founding
shareholder. Offering the platform of an independent
brand, he explained, participation of industry players
is to be encouraged.
n
There’ll be further information in due course.

A lawyer came from Port Elizabeth to ask for a
postponement because Numsa wasn’t ready, says
Tsiane: “I only know that Numsa is experiencing
cashflow problems because the legal department has
exceeded its budget every year for the past several
years. The department has more than five legal
officers and a panel of more than four law firms in
Johannesburg.”
So he doesn’t know why a lawyer had to be flown
up, and asks himself how many times “this sort of
thing” happens. Meanwhile, he’s unable to serve as a
trustee on the various retirement funds sponsored by
Numsa and appears itchy to spill a few beans.

TT transaction

A

partnership between the ASISA Foundation,
Alternative Prosperity and Today’s Trustee was

Ramputa . . . early hint
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In-Fund Living Annuities:
The Power of Scale
Just how attractive will an in-fund living annuity be for the average employee?
Freddy Mwabi, of Simeka Consultants & Actuaries, suggests that the answer will be
particularly relevant if compulsory annuitisation of retirement
beneﬁts for provident funds becomes effective in March.
Late last year National Treasury published its
second draft of the proposed retirement fund
default regulations. One requirement is that the
rules of pension, provident and retirement annuity
funds make provision for an annuity strategy.
Living annuities may be offered in terms of the
annuity strategy. However, preference is to be
given to in-fund living annuities as these could
offer much-improved cost efﬁciencies, seamless
transition and the potential to give members a
better retirement outcome than out-of-fund living
annuities.

Cost
Trustees are in a position to offer in-fund
living annuities to their fund members at
highly competitive prices. In addition, when a
member selects an in-fund strategy, there would
typically be no additional administration fees or
commissions. If the member chooses to make
use of the services of a ﬁnancial adviser, any
advice fees can be paid from the beneﬁt if so
arranged.
On the other hand, should a retail living annuity
be chosen, it may attract upfront administration
fees and commissions. Ongoing platform and
advice trail fees are also likely to be payable.
Consider the case of a member who has
accumulated R1m at retirement and is faced with
a choice of an in-fund living annuity or a retail
living annuity. We assume the member chooses

an initial drawdown rate of 7% (the average
drawdown rate in South Africa according to
research by ASISA) and a conservative annual
increase at 50% of inﬂation. We also make
the following assumptions regarding costs and
investment returns:
Table 1: Assumptions In-fund

Out-of-fund

Initial fees
Ongoing admin fees

Nil
R150 p.m.
increasing by CPI
Nil
Nil

Nil

1%

1.50% of assets

CPI + 3.5%

CPI + 3.5%

Platform fees
Ongoing advice fees
Investment
management fees
Gross investment
return

Nil
0.5%
0.75% of assets

The result of the costs, annuity drawn and fund
value projections are as follows after 10 and 20
years respectively:
10 years
20 years
Table 2		
Results
In-fund Out-of-fund In-fund
Out-of-fund
Total costs R122 000 R248 000 R241000 R385 000
Total annuity
drawn
R780 000 R780 000 R1 795 000 R1 574 000
Fund value R967 000 R760 000 R541 000 R269 000
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From these calculations we observe that due to
higher costs, the fund value in the out-of-fund
living annuity is 79% of the fund value in the
in-fund annuity after 10 years. This ﬁgure drops
further to 50% after 20 years.
The difference in costs also affects the income
drawn from the annuity, as illustrated by the
graph:

Mwabi . . . impact on provident funds
In this scenario, the initial drawdown amount in
both funds increases at the same pace (50%
of CPI) for the ﬁrst 14 years. Subsequently, the
annuity provided by the out-of-fund living annuity
starts to decline as the fund value decreases to
the extent that the required annual drawdown is
greater than the maximum allowable 17.5% of
assets.
Therefore, the member can only draw up
to 17.5% of a decreasing pot each year. By
comparison, the in-fund living annuity reaches
the drawdown ceiling approximately five years
later.
Over 20 years, the in-fund living annuity provides
a greater total annuity drawdown (as shown in
Table 2). Further, the drawdown provided by the
out-of-fund annuity is approximately 50% of the
income drawn from the in-fund annuity after 20
years.

Conclusion
Most employees require a certain amount in a
cash lump sum when they retire, to prepare for
and adjust to the next phase of their lives. But

what do they do with the rest of their retirement
beneﬁt? They plan to invest it in some way to
secure an income. Right?
Research tells us that the smart money will
remain in the fund and will select the in-fund
living annuity. Based on our research, a member
is not likely to ﬁnd a better combination of cost
efﬁciency, ﬂexibility and convenience in an
annuity anywhere else in South Africa.
In this example, an efficiently priced in-fund
annuity will offer the member 14% more in
pension payouts over 20 years (R1 795 000 vs
R1 574 000 in Table 2) than a typical out-of-fund
alternative, leaving the member with double the
assets (R541 000 vs R269 000, also in Table2).
The better option is clear.
www.sanlaminvestments.com
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The next big thing
Investment in infrastructure is ideal for pension funds.
Over the next 15 years, Gauteng alone is looking for R1,8 trillion.
It would have to be found in partnerships with the private sector.
Good governance and accountability are prerequisites.

A

midst the gloom over the governing party,
there’s a shaft of light from the ANC Gauteng.
It remains potently within the national body
but is increasingly distinguished from subservience to
the dismal leadership. Economically and politically, the
provincial organisation forges ahead with initiatives and
ideals of its own.
Economically, it stands out for the courting of
institutional investors to participate in the ambitious
plan for mega-human settlements. The plan itself
is breathtaking in transformative potential (see
Q&A below). With its huge funding requirements,
institutional participation is essential.
The province, which relies on an allocation from
National Treasury for over 90% of its budget revenue,
simply cannot go it alone. Neither can it entertain
partnerships unless it demonstrably practises the
governance standards at the heart of institutional
requirements. Financial institutions have a primary duty
to the millions of ordinary South Africans who entrust
savings to them.
Politically, under chairmanship of Paul Mashatile,
the ANC Gauteng stuck its head above the parapet in
opposing re-election of Jacob Zuma to the presidency
at the party’s national conference in 2014. For his pains,
Mashatile (a former Gauteng premier) was booted from

Zuma’s cabinet. With hindsight, this can only stimulate
the claim of Mashatile for a top-six position in a postZuma regime and thus to strengthen the influence of
the ANC Gauteng.
The run-up to national party’s elective conference
in December is in full swing. Of all the provincial
groupings, the ANC Gauteng is the most representative
of urban black supporters and thus is best to articulate
their aspirations. The more it can distance itself from
the Zuma albatross, and the more it is seen assertively
to promote “inclusive” economic growth -- as by the
project for mega-human settlements -- the better
its chances to retain control of Gauteng in the 2019
national elections.
The better, too, for it to offer leadership in the
formulation of government policy. An independence of
mind was aptly displayed in its outspokenness against
enactment of e-tolls.
More recently, the provincial party disconnected
itself from the “white monopoly capital” noise of
its parent. This is consistent with its recognition of
pension funds as awakening stakeholder activists, urged
by Mashatile and supported by then deputy finance
minister Mcebisi Jonas at a JSE symposium (TT SeptNov ’15).
It’s since become part of ANC Gauteng policy. It ties
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Makhura . . . firm commitment

Azola Zuma . . . leverage capital

perfectly with the role foreseen by financial institutions.
Mashatile, who uses every opportunity to engage
with pension funds, drove home the rationale when
he opened this year’s Batseta winter conference: “We
need to create a conducive environment that would
allow institutional investors such as pension funds to
invest directly in economic and social infrastructure.
In essence, our view is that institutional investors can
play a critical role in the advancement of meaningful
transformation of the SA economy.”
A “conducive environment” means nothing if not an
environment in which good governance, accountability
and transparency are ground rules. It also means
market-competitive returns relative to anticipated risk
outside the asset classes conventionally favoured.
The commitment is underlined by two
appointments. One is former deputy finance minister
Jabu Moleketi, chairman of Vodacom and the
Development Bank of Southern Africa, to chair the
14-member economic advisory panel set up by Gauteng
premier David Makhura. The panel has been created
to ensure that all economic and infrastructure plans are
implemented with “rigour and the required discipline,”
Makhura explained.
The other is John Oliphant, who now runs the

emerging Third Way multi-disciplinary investment
company, as a consultant on the mooted infrastructure
projects. As erstwhile principal executive officer of the
Government Employees Pension Fund, Oliphant knows
a thing or two about drawing institutional investment.
“We need a pipeline of bankable projects,” he
insists. “The challenges are how to de-risk the value
chain, provide evidence of prioritisation and apply
coordination. We must identify the right projects and
find the right partners at the right times. We must not
have long and complex procedures.”
The whole tone of Gauteng sets it apart from the
Eskoms and other state-owned enterprises blighted
by incompetent boards that defy institutional
requirements. At the Gauteng infrastructure investment
conference in July, for instance, Makhura emphasised
to over a thousand enthusiasts the imperative for
“investor-friendly ecosystems” guided by leadership
that is “ethical, visionary and decisive”.
This is what Gauteng has in mind for optimal
impact:
u Human settlements, vast in scale, each with 10 000
to 30 000 housing units at varying levels of density;
u Integrated land-use patterns for residential,
commercial and industrial purposes;
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u Different categories of housing stock for the
giveaway, gap and open markets;
u A range of rental and freehold tenure options;
u Design features for poorer residents to feel
comfortable alongside the wealthier;
u Inclusion of healthcare, education and recreation
facilities;
u Wi-fi internet connections;
u Alternative power generation, waste and water
treatment;
u Improved systems of public transport.
To be anticipated are beneficial consequences: a
boost to businesses, especially smaller that service
residents and those related to construction; living spaces
with modern amenities, enabling the convenience
typical of suburban activity; bringing work closer to
homes, mitigating the time and cost of travel. It should
also reduce land pressures in existing urban areas.
In all, these new post-apartheid cities promise to
reshape Gauteng. The proviso is that, in financing
them, the private sector comes to the party significantly
through pension funds. Opportunities will necessarily
be evaluated project by project.
There’s no need for introduction of prescribed assets,
points out Adre Smit of ASISA: “Let’s have the projects.
Our investment and savings institutions are willing and
able partners.”
Sure thing. Returns will need to be attractive, and
can be. Doug Thomson of Old Mutual Alternative
Investments notes that the fund’s R53bn under
management seeks (and presumably does) generate

returns equating to the consumer price index plus
7% over rolling three-year periods. This is from
investments and developments it actively manages in
SA and SADC countries across economic, social and
power infrastructure.
Regulation 28 of the Pension Funds Act allows
for 15% of a retirement fund’s assets to be invested
into alternatives such as private equity. Yet, believes
Sanlam Investments chief executive Azola Zuma, most
retirement funds are not even at 5%.
Because the assets of retirement funds alone
(exclusive of savings in assurance policies) approximate
R4,5 trillion, Zuma calculates that up to R675bn (as Reg
28 now stands) can be invested into unlisted companies
falling within the range of smaller to medium-sized
enterprises and into economic infrastructure.
She urges that the sources of long-term domestic
capital be leveraged: “Around the world we operate in
a low-return environment, so the bulk of assets that
continue to be invested in traditional asset classes
scramble to deliver good returns. Institutional investors
such as retirement funds ought to be deploying their
patient capital into alternatives. Not only does this
diversify the opportunity set for the funds, but it helps
to propel the SA economy into a healthy mode that
creates employment and drives demand.”
Enough then of bemoaning and awaiting the Zuma
government. There’s an abundance of opportunity, most
prominently in Gauteng, to carry on regardless. With
early involvements from the PIC, Futuregrowth and the
French Development Agency already in place, there are
n
green shoots of confidence too.

Ready, set...
And systems go, explains the man in the middle of mega operations.
TT: Let’s begin, please, with a clarification of the
various linkages. There’s the Gauteng Provincial
Government (GPG), the Gauteng Partnership
Fund (GPF) and the Gauteng Infrastructure
Financing Agency (GIFA). Then, of course,

there’s you not only as chair of the ANC Gauteng
but also mainly involved here as the MEC for
Cooperative Governance & Traditional Affairs
(CoGTA) and Human Settlements. Who’s in
charge?
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Paul Mashatile: In 2014 the fifth GPG administration
adopted the programme of Transformation,
Modernisation & Reindustrialisation (TMR). It stems
from 10 pillars (see box). In 2015, when opening the
Gauteng infrastructure investment conference, GPG
premier David Makhura announced that the province
needed an injection of about R1,8 trillion to invest in
social and economic infrastructure.
To accelerate economic growth through infrastructure
investment, the GPG then introduced the
infrastructure political steering committee, chaired
by the premier, and the steering committee to
eliminate red tape in government at both provincial
and local levels, led by myself as the GPG member
of the executive committee for CoGTA and Human
Settlements.
In these capacities I’m also responsible for
implementation of the mega-human settlements that
can be described as post-apartheid cities. This work is
being carried out by the GPF with other government
agencies including the GIFA.
We’re talking about a huge vision. How would you
define it? What’s the philosophy that inspired it?
The vision is to build a globally competitive
Gauteng City Region. It requires that we implement
seamless programmes in all Gauteng municipalities
across the five development corridors:
u Central corridor, anchored by the City of
Johannesburg, is a financial and ICT (information
communication technology) hub of our economy;
u Northern corridor, anchored by the City of
Tshwane, is the automotive industry hub and
capital city of our country;
u Eastern corridor, anchored by the City of
Ekurhuleni, is the manufacturing hub and an
aerotropolis centre of our province;
u Southern corridor, anchored by the Sedibeng (Vaal)
area, is the home of SA’s steel industry and a tourist
attraction particularly with huge opportunities
around the Vaal river; and
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u Western corridor, anchored by the West Rand, is
the home of the mining industry, agro-processing
and a tourist attraction around the Maropeng
Cradle of Humankind.
Implementation is aligned to the ‘National
Development Plan: Vision 2030’. Rollout of the
mega projects is informed by this approach. We
will endeavour to build compact cities in all these
development areas as our new post-apartheid cities.
So it’s not only a grand vision but also a grand
plan. Can you identify the factors that make you
confident the plan is capable of implementation,
particularly to allay the sceptics who’ve become
disillusioned by government plans that gather dust?
Mega projects must be seen against the backdrop
of our TMR programme. The plans are being
implemented as we speak.
After the infrastructure investment summit we
held in May, the GPF appointed a fund manager
led by John Oliphant to kick off our capital-raising
campaign. Now the GPF is working with key pensionfund stakeholders, including the Public Investment
Corporation, to produce appropriate investment
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with consequences, like being voted
out of office, if they don’t materialise?
They’re already materialising.
We’re creating these cities on the
understanding that decent housing is a
human right. It contributes to restoring
the dignity of our people. Within GPG
means, we must provide shelter for
those who cannot afford to provide for
themselves.

Mashatile . . . ducks in a row
models. An infrastructure bond might be amongst
them. Also, the GPG has budgeted R49bn for
infrastructure investment during the current MediumTerm Expenditure Framework period.
What are the plan’s major features in terms of
projects, timelines and budgets?
There are 31 mega human-settlement projects.
Some have already attained all necessary approvals.
Whilst the GPG does make funding available, we want
the private sector to partner with us. About 10 projects
will kick off during this financial year.
That we’re building new cities means a need to
invest in more hospitals, smart schools, improved
public transport, roads including new freeways and
other critical infrastructure. We’ve planned for eight
new hospitals and 20 schools within the next two
years. In addition, a feasibility study for extension of
the Gautrain system has been completed.
Although money has been made available for
most of these projects, in some cases more funding
is required particularly for bulk services. Again,
there’ll be opportunities for the private sector to
partner with us.
Are the terms “mega human settlements” and “postapartheid cities” marketing jargon or a real promise

What is there to attract pension funds,
not only as responsible investors
but also in terms of hard long-term
investment returns?
Investment opportunities presented through
the mega projects should be attractive to long-term
investors such as pension funds. Depending on the
stage of a project, investors should be able to achieve
returns consistent with the level of project risk.
These returns would obviously need to be
competitive against other alternatives available in
the marketplace. Mightn’t you perhaps be sparking
a “price war” on rates against, say, SA government
and government-backed bonds in which retirement
funds invest under Regulation 28 of the Pension
Funds Act?
We have engaged with various pension-fund
industry bodies and the savings industry at large.
There is appetite to invest directly into infrastructure
projects. Through the GPF we will put forward
investment instruments that allow investors to invest
directly into projects.
When institutions are called to invest directly
into infrastructure projects, rather than indirectly
through bonds, what would be the relative
advantages for them to decide on the former?
Typical capital structures will apply. Investors
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would have an opportunity either to be equity
partners, lenders or both. The only difference is that
the cash flows generated by the projects would have to
sustain the capital structures.
A provincial government does not have the ability
to borrow. Thus our role is limited to creating a
supportive policy environment that facilitates the
flow of funds from investors directly into projects.
However, working with such institutions as the PIC,
we should be able to raise an infrastructure bond that
will invest in some of our projects.
Tell us how you envisage that the public-private
partnerships will work. For example, will targeted
investors be canvassed at the outset on their
appetite for particular projects? Will you cooperate
with them in agreeing on acceptable returns? Will
they have direct lines of sight into the projects, not
only on sticking to budgets but also on adherence
to acceptable governance standards, from
beginning to end?
In 2002 we established the GPF with the specific
mandate to facilitate implementation of social
housing and create a platform for private-sector
investors to participate, as partners with the GPG,
in the affordable-housing space. To date the GPF
has attracted funding partners such as the PIC,
Futuregrowth and National Housing Finance
Corporation into funding of affordable housing as an
asset class.
With this success, we have expanded the GPF
mandate for inclusion of mega-project funding to fasttrack big cities. Our vision of big cities is integrated
human settlements characterised by self-sufficiency
in the provision of housing, social amenities, quality
infrastructure and employment opportunities through
small industries.
The GPF is the vehicle for mobilisation of the
required capital to build strategic and sustainable
partnerships with the private sector, donor community
and development-finance institutions.
Would investors be able to exit prior to a
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project’s completion? If so, how and under what
circumstances?
We’re looking for long-term partners. Pension
funds are identified because of their need to match
assets with long-term liabilities. GPF is exploring
the possibility of listing a mega-projects bond. It
will go a long way to offer liquidity for investors
who require it.
Where will you find the land for all these projects?
Does the GPG own tracts that it can release? Are you
expecting that the national government will assist by
releasing some tracts, unoccupied or unproductive,
that it owns?
Implementation of mega projects is being
executed through a partnership between all spheres of
government. As the GPG we’re engaging with national
government and municipalities, for them to avail land
in their ownership for us to make the creation of postapartheid cities a reality. We are also negotiating with
some private owners for land purchases.
Is expropriation without compensation a prospect?
Where there is a need to expropriate land for
development of mega projects, it will be done within
the prescripts of relevant legislation and the SA
Constitution.
You appear to be moving a lot faster, a lot more
ambitiously and in a much more investor-friendly
manner, than the Zuma government. It seems
further to differentiate the GPG under the ANC
Gauteng. Would you see it similarly?
Our approach to human settlements is aligned to
the national government’s vision on the creation of
integrated mega-human settlements. What we’re doing
should be viewed as part of a national effort to help
create jobs, encourage smaller businesses and restore
the dignity of our people through the provision of
n
decent shelter.

BEYOND THE OBVIOUS

Realising Africa’s Opportunities
Effective infrastructure is a vital component in building economies and communities across Africa.
We make strategic infrastructure investments designed to generate superior long-term returns for investors
and support the development of our continent.
Our ability to find and realise opportunities on the African continent has established AIIM as the largest domestic infrastructure
equity fund manager in South Africa.

www. a i i m a f ri c a . c o m

African Infrastructure Investment Managers (Pty) Ltd (AIIM) (Reg No 2000/001435/07) (FSP 4307) is a Licensed Financial Services Provider, approved by the Registrar of Financial Services Providers
(www.fsb.co.za) to provide advisory and/or intermediary services in terms of the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act 37, 2002. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future
investment performance.
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ASSET MANAGEMENT

Future shock
Adaptation is the name of the game.
Active investment is far from dying, Natalie Phillips* insists.

T

he retirement fund industry, and the role of
active managers in it, are at a critical juncture.
Not only is the growth in passives continuing
unabated, but we also ask ourselves whether big
data and artificial intelligence should be viewed as
opportunities or threats.
Will we be able to navigate these waves of change,
or will we allow technology companies to disrupt our
industry and become the dominant players in our
space? Added to this, these major shifts are taking
place in an environment where people are living longer
and the savings rate remains abysmal.
In attempting to set out how we as asset managers
should approach these challenges, the Quartz watch
“crisis” of the 1970s and 1980s provides a compelling
analogy. The entire Swiss mechanical watch industry
was near collapse after failing to anticipate and adapt
to Japanese competition from battery-powered quartz
technology.
The situation was dire. Within a decade the Swiss
dropped from holding 55% of the world’s export
market to 30%, and their export volumes decreased
from 45% to 10% of watches distributed globally.
Swatch, under the leadership of Nicolaas Hayek,
together with the legendary vision of Jean Claude
Biver, managed to embrace and adapt to the
challenges. Ultimately, they recognised that ‘Quartz

had no soul’ and that clients would still have an
aspirational motive.
In the same way, we recognise that as an active
manager we remain in the service of clients. They are
brand aware, have aspirations and want a personalised
level of service. After all, clients are people who want
to work primarily with other human beings and not
just machines.
In addition, despite the rise of machines, no matter
how good a model is, there is still an element of
randomness that machines will take longer to detect.
The element of human behaviour that machines will
find hard to replicate is the ability to pick up longterm structural patterns in society when tracking data,
trends and signals.
We also do not accept the argument that active
management is dead. Without active, who determines
prices? In a June 2017 paper published by Investment
& Pensions Europe, titled ‘Top 400 – active and passive,
an ongoing debate’, the authors provided evidence
to suggest that an economy without active investing
would be inefficient from the viewpoint of capital
allocation and in the discovery of efficient prices. The
end game is not zero.
Furthermore, according to a paper by Credit Suisse
in March 2017 titled ‘The Incredible Shrinking Universe
of Stocks’, the number of listings in the US fell by 50%
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between 1996 and 2016. There are now more indices
than stocks in the US. As a consequence, a large part
of the market resides in the unlisted space for active
managers to exploit.
To future-proof our business as a successful
investment manager, I believe there are steps we can
take as the industry evolves.
We need to embrace change and adapt to demand.
Our clients will become increasingly discerning
about quality and integrity of product. As an active
investment manager our investment offering should
be niche, best of breed and supported by a cohesive
brand. We cannot compromise on these.
We also need to respond appropriately to demand
for product so that we can offer clients more choice
in-house rather than potentially lose them to a
competitor. Once a client is lost, it can take at least a
decade to win back their trust.
Given the increased commoditisation of the
industry as platforms, passives and artificial
intelligence will grow. We shall have to become even
more active in this space by offering outcomes-based
solutions to clients.
Then, as a consequence of consolidation, there
is also likely to be a more intensified war for talent.
We we shall have to position ourselves as the kind of
employer who can attract the best people.
To win in the active space, a business will need
small teams with specialist active niche skills that
have limited capacity. Overlaying all this, we must
ensure that we always put clients first and respond
approrpriately to their needs.
Returning to the Swatch analogy, we could
effectively follow the example it set in showing
(to borrow from Mark Twain) how reports of its
imminent death were greatly exaggerated. Swatch
took a near-bankrupt firm to a business now worth
almost $2,5bn. Its forward-looking leadership chose
three clear routes in brand development and product
differentiation.
At the highest end of the market, it turned around
a failing Blancpain watch. In the middle to high end, it
grew Omega from 350m to 900m units. For the mass
market it introduced the cheaper, quartz Swatch brand
to compete directly with the Japanese brands Casio

Phillips . . . brand strength
and Seiko.
The strategy bears similarity because we too can
leverage cost, resource and product efficiency along
distinct lines to cater for the needs of our varying
client base. We have the benefit of longstanding client
relationships that have built trust.
Ultimately, our clients are people who want to
develop meaningful business interactions. It is for
active managers to ensure that we adequately respond
to their needs and aspirations.
* Natalie Phillips is head of SA institutional at
Investec Asset Management. This is the first in a series
of articles where a range of asset managers will offer
views on how to face an era of unprecedented industry
n
change.
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THE POWER OF
CONSISTENCY:
WINNER OF MORNINGSTAR
BEST FUND HOUSE AWARD,
TWO YEARS IN A ROW.*

To benefit from the power of consistency, contact our Client
Services team on 0860 105 775 or visit prudential.co.za
Consistency is the only currency that matters.

*Best Fund House: Larger Fund Range, Morningstar Awards, 2016, 2017.
Prudential Investment Managers (SA) (Pty) Ltd is a licensed financial services provider.
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MARKET REGULATION

Dissimilar twins
Now that the Financial Sector Regulation Bill has been passed by
parliament, a hurdle prior to implementation must be overcome.
Assumptions should be matched with practicalities.

A

s if the stressed National Treasury didn’t
already have enough to worry about, while
adapting to the regime of finance minister
Malusi Gigaba, another problem looms. It’s how to
staff the mooted Financial Sector Conduct Authority
– a sibling in the new ‘Twin Peaks’ model of financial
regulation – slated for launch during the second
quarter of next year.
The one sibling, to be housed in the SA Reserve
Bank (SARB), is the prudential regulator. The other
is the FSCA, to be the regulator of market conduct.
It is is seen by the Financial Services Board as a
reconfigured mutation of itself but with additional
responsibilities for regulation and supervision
of all players, banks included, amongst financial
institutions.
“The FSB is in the process of reviewing its
structures, frameworks and resources in preparation
for the shift to its new Twin Peaks focus,” says the
present regulator of non-banking activities in the
financial sector. The FSCA will “replace” the FSB, it
explains in a newsletter.
No problems on the SARB side. Well staffed, its
reputation is solid. Not quite so well and good on the
FSB side, however.
For starters, who’s to lead the FSB into FSCA
absorption? Who’s to review the regulatory strategies?

Tshidi . . . rumble ahead
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BIG BUCKS, SMALLER BANGS
FSB executive officer Dube Tshidi is already
beyond the retirement age of 63 that normally applies
in the organisation. He’ll be 67 by the time the
FSCA kicks off. Yet, if only because FSB succession
planning doesn’t indicate an alternative candidate
internally, he’s likely to become the first FSCA
commissioner.
The procedure to make selections, for
commissioner and deputy commissioners, cannot
be prescribed by the finance minister until the bill
has been signed into law. Once prescribed, it’ll
take another protracted period for the selection
procedures to be followed if openness and fairness
are to apply.
At the FSB, the tier below Tshidi comprises the

deputy executive officers. Here the holes in key
portfolios are gaping.
Jonathan Dixon (insurance) resigned to take up
a senior position in Switzerland, possibly having
sensed that a white skin disadvantaged prospects
for promotion. Rosemary Hunter (retirement
funds) departed in a storm of litigation over alleged
prejudice to members of cancelled ‘dormant’
funds. Bert Chanetsa (investment institutions) left
on reaching retirement age, apparently without
encouragement to stay, at the critical point of two
competitors to the JSE being introduced.
None have been replaced. A flood of candidates
can’t be expected for jobs that might not exist, or
whose specs might substantially change, in a few
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months’ time. Meanwhile, to put it mildly, the FSB
exco is denuded. These days the FSB lacks even a chief
operations officer and a chief information officer.
In terms of reputation, too, the FSB can hardly
hold a candle to SARB. At least on transparency
and accountability, there’s a chasm between the
pretensions in the FSB’s annual report and users’
experiences on the ground (TT June-Aug).
Also reflect on efficiency. For instance, in four years
the FSB has not produced an amendment to Regulation
28 of the Pension Funds Act on over-the-counter
derivatives. Consultation processes go on an on.
Yet it’s more than a year since National Treasury,
obviously wanting to stimulate action, publicly
warned: “Given the global nature of OTC derivatives
markets...regulation was necessary to achieve the
policy objectives of reducing systemic risk, increasing
transparency and financial stability, and enhancing
the integrity of financial markets.”
In its order of priorities, the FSB has produced
regulations for hedge funds. This is seemingly more
pressing than derivatives, once famously described by
Warren Buffett as weapons of mass destruction. Be
forewarned on FSB capacity.
It’s one thing to have regulations. It’s another thing
to ensure compliance. Take two topical examples.
The first relates to insider trading. When it comes
to the bond market, department head Solly Keetse
should be tearing his hair.
The investigation by senior counsel Geoff
Budlender, into Trillian Capital Partners, hit a brick
wall in attempting to unravel suspected shenanigans
by traders who knew in advance of Nenegate. All
they needed to do was make a few calls on offshore
accounts, presumably by phone, and there’d be no
records for the FSB to traverse.
Not much evidence in policing of market conduct
there. Not much evidence of attempts to address
it either. The FSB smacks smaller guys for insider
trading in the equities market. Bigger guys, wanting
to crook in the bond market, are untroubled.
The second is maladministration at Bophelo
Benefit Services and Bophelo Benefit Fund, involving
some R500m of mineworkers’ pension savings,
from right under the nose of the FSB. That nothing

happened from its investigation a year previously
remains for the FSB to explain.
The statutory recognition of beneficiary funds,
at the behest of the FSB to prevent another Fidentia
debacle, was not particularly effective in preventing a
replay of ominous similarity at Bophelo. This speaks
to the FSB’s efficacy, or lack of it, in the enforcement
of existing regulations.
It also speaks to the FSB’s efficacy, or lack of it, in the
investigations that precede the grant of licences to act
as authorised providers of financial services. Bophelo
shouldn’t have happened. The frustration of the Pension
Funds Adjudicator at licensing of Akani Retirement
Administrators also springs to mind (TT June-Aug).
If these recent instances are illustrative of what’s falling
through the cracks at the FSB, there’s cause to worry.
Which takes the focus back to staffing of the future
FSCA, specifically for competence and credibility. Such
characteristics cannot be based on the premise of old
dogs adapting to new tricks. And this as fintech begins to
rock the financial-services industry.
In theory, the FSCA opens opportunity for
recruitment of talented graduates with appropriate
qualifications to launch their professional careers.
The Securities & Exchange Commission of the
US, which similarly seeks to protect investors by
promoting fair and efficient markets, draws from
amongst the best and brightest of university leavers
because of the early exposure and experience they
gain within its ranks.
In practice, it will take more than an airbrushed FSB
in FSCA guise to become an aspirational destination.
Money isn’t a problem because the FSB, an entrenched
bureaucracy as matters stand, has a huge budget
predominantly funded by levies (see chart). Levy payers,
significantly including pension funds, have their own
views (rarely shared publicly) on value received.
Where the executive officer is paid over R6m a
year, and each deputy executive officers over R3m,
remuneration levels aren’t exactly mean. They’re
multiples against the public sector and competitive
against the private. Elements a whole lot more
inspirational than pay will have to top up the mix.
National Treasury has a real problem. Or a great
opportunity. It’s about the FSCA leadership, stupid. n

RETHINKING RETIREMENT – WHY NOT TAKE THE BUS?
As people the world over live longer, healthier lives the debate around the design and funding of pension
fund schemes shows no sign of subsiding, writes RisCura’s Investment Research Analyst, Fran Troskie.

Webb was essentially referring to the move from Defined Benefit (DB) to
Defined Contribution (DC) pension plans – a transition made by South Africa
ahead of its many developed and developing peers.
However, while DB and DC schemes help to pave the way to retirement, DC
vehicles come with an “ejector seat”
leaving the post-retirement options
for members somewhat unclear. It
would be wise for members of DC
schemes to consider alternatives for
the road to retirement.

Too much choice
Let’s start by looking at the lifestage model of the retirement
journey. On joining the formal labour
market, employees face a myriad of
choices.
It is like buying a car. Imagine a
showroom with a fair amount of
choice on display. At various times
in the working journey, employees
venture onto the showroom-floor to
select suitable options for saving for
and getting to retirement. Members
make these choices when joining
a firm, starting to save for retirement, choosing to join a scheme (becoming a
member) and deciding to retire. Many DC plans feature a life-stage model of
retirement funding, which matches present risk-profiles with future funding
needs. This means there are clear points at which members move from one lifestage and structured solution to another, but the plan ends at retirement.
This predetermined end-date has led cynics to believe that the move from
DB to DC allows governments and employers to dodge a demographic bullet
— an evergreen/open-ended plan for an ageing population would result in
unsustainable pension liabilities. The opposing view, shared by Mr Webb, lauds
the move away from the traditionally patriarchal and prescriptive DB model. But,
are members really equipped in the DC case?

Another option for the journey
What if, at the outset, members are offered an alternative to the current
plans — a bus ticket to take them along their retirement saving journey without
an “ejector seat”.
Members secure a seat once a pass is bought, but with choices along the way.
There is room for flexibility and the bus can accommodate an extended life-stage
model (i.e. post retirement). As the road and the scenery change, the driver

changes gears and adapts his speed and the journey remains smooth. Members
can, of course, change seats or change routes, but are not forced to make this
decision and the bus does not stop altogether at retirement.

In-fund annuity
Using this bus-journey analogy, an in-fund annuity option, governed along
the same premise and by the same fiduciaries as the more traditional life-stage
model, makes for a seamless transition from a pre- to post-retirement solution.
An in-fund annuity, similar to an alternative DB product, is an end-to-end service.
Clever mechanics by actuaries, consultants and financial advisers can create
solutions other than traditional financial service providers’ vanilla annuities.
Existing pension plan providers and employers, like large transport companies,
have efficiencies of scale and scope, the ability to leverage off existing servicelevel agreements,
negotiating
clout with service providers and
an effective support scaffolding
for administration of payments
and benefits. This means that
they can create feasible and costeffective bespoke options. Like
a bus company, smaller feeder
buses (products) can access
more remote destinations or
accommodate
special
needs’
passengers. Dependent on cost
and how sophisticated the market
becomes, these are likely to be optin options. The road trip therefore
need not end at retirement and
the initial vehicle selection can in
fact eliminate the need for multiple
decisions. Members automatically
remain in their seat on the bus for
a smooth ride through their sunset
years.
It is time to re-think the best way to get members where they need to be.
Thank you Mr Webb, but I’ll take the bus.

Don’t miss out on the next RisCura Education Series for
Institutional Investors
“Rethinking retirement – From Cradle to Grave”:
Keynote presentation, panel discussion and networking lunch
Tuesday, 17 October 2017, 9h30 for 10h00 -13h00
Johannesburg, Radisson Blu Gautrain Hotel, Sandton
To register, email jkennedy@riscura.com

RisCura Solutions (Pty) Ltd and RisCura Invest (Pty) Ltd are authorised financial services providers.

In 2014, then-UK Pensions Minister, Steve Webb, (in)famously advised
pensioners to buy Lamborghinis. Despite the uproar at the time, his intention
was not for a sports car-driving, middle-aged hoard (after all, 60 is the new 40) to
descend on British roads, nor was it to encourage reckless or frivolous spending.
Instead, his comments conveyed the increasingly prevalent view that individuals
should be able to make their own decisions on how to spend their pension pots,
with little interference from government. A longer healthier life is not much fun
if we have no discretion as to our standard of living.
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UMBRELLA FUNDS

Bases for
comparison
It’s long overdue. Now the cat is set amongst the pigeons.
Challenge employers and trustees on their selections.

I

n the rapid consolidation of smaller standalone
retirement funds into multi-employer umbrella
arrangements, trustees find comfort in the lower
costs and reduced administrative burdens offered by
the umbrellas’ institutional sponsors. But what causes
trustees to select a particular umbrella arrangement
over another?
There are two reasons that they shouldn’t feel
entirely comfortable. One is that several institutions
also have in-house consultants on employee benefits.
Thus the advice offered to the standalone fund, on
which umbrella to select, might be compromised
by the consultant’s family bias. This isn’t necessarily
bad so long as trustees are aware of it and can obtain
from the consultant competitive information to reach
decisions of their own.
The second is that such information is not readily
available; not, that is, until an independent review
commissioned by Investec Asset Management from
NMG Consultants has become available.
The survey focuses only on quantitative aspects
of default portfolios – not on such qualitative
deliverables as service, communication and
governance in these or other portfolios of respective
umbrellas – but is nonetheless valuable in showing
that all umbrellas aren’t much of a muchness.

That’s strikingly evident in terms of both
performance and fees (see boxes). The survey can
certainly help to stimulate competition on the costs
aspect alone.
Importantly in reading the entire survey, it notes
that a true reflection of risk and return is obscure in
the smooth-bonus funds of default portfolios because
they are “intentionally designed for favourable risk/
return outcomes”. There were wide variations in the
risk/return analyses for funds that aren’t smooth
bonus. Findings and tables reflect positions as at endMarch 2017.
The market values of assets under management
in all umbrella portfolios was largest at Old Mutual
(94,6bn). It was followed by Alexander Forbes
(R64,5bn), Momentum (R42,5bn), Liberty (R34bn),
Absa (R33,8bn) and Sanlam (R10,5bn). Smaller
players were NMG and Prescient. Mutual and Sanlam
had the largest proportions of their umbrellas’
portfolios in defaults.
Now former trustees of standalones can go to
the tables and tick the boxes for findings that make
their own decisions, on umbrella selection, look
objectively most defensible. Or otherwise. It will be a
worthwhile exercise for present trustees too. And to
find faults in the survey if they can.
n
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GROSS DEFAULT PORTFOLIO RETURN

Performance figures are quoted gross of multi-manager fees but net of underlying asset-management fees.

NET DEFAULT PORTFOLIO RETURN

Return is quoted net of fees for a notional R500m portfolio. All figures greater than one year have been annualised.
Source: NMG Consultants
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DEFAULT IMPLIED FEES

Return is quoted net of fees for a notional R500m portfolio. All figures greater than one year are annualised.
Source: NMG Consultants

2586_reload.co.za

Help your retirement fund members
pick the fruit of their investment.
Making the right investment choice can be unnerving and very challenging.

Your retirement fund can use Momentum Investments’ outcome-based philosophy, to increase the certainty of
members reaching their retirement goals. With as few surprises as possible along the way.
Our leading range of outcome-based investment solutions help members to stay committed to their investment plan
and focused on their end goal.
Now is the time to help your retirement fund members prepare for retirement.

To find out more visit the upcoming Batseta conference or www.momentuminv.co.za/obi/business

www.momentum.co.za
Copyright reserved © MMI 2017
Momentum is a division of MMI Group Limited (registration number:1904/002186/06), a wholly owned subsidiary of MMI Holdings Limited. The document is for illustrative
purposes only and does not constitute tax, legal, accounting or financial advice. The user relies on the contents at his sole discretion. A person should not act in terms of the
information in this document without discussing it with an authorised financial adviser and should seek personal, legal and tax advice. MMI Holdings Limited, its subsidiaries,
including MMI Group Limited, shall not be liable for any loss, damage (whether direct or consequential) or expenses of any nature which may be suffered as a result of or which
may be attributable, directly or indirectly, to the use or reliance upon this publication. Terms & Conditions apply.
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FUND MANAGEMENT

Forgotten
factors
ETFs are all very well, but there’s more than cost to be considered.

T

he debate between the relative merits of
active and passive investment, growing
in intensity with the rising prominence
of exchange-traded funds, tends towards the
simplistic. Comparisons of fees and performance
overshadow all else. They shouldn’t.
Without active investment, there couldn’t be
passive. And such is the plethora of passive vehicles
that selection of an appropriate option itself requires
an active decision. Timelines paraded through
market cycles, the different focuses and weightings,
not to mention the obsession with benchmarks
that applies to active managers as much as passive,
invite the analogy of whether apples are preferable
to pears.
There’s room for both, and not always in separate
silos. At the retail level, fee comparisons are
obfuscated between vanilla indices simply weighted
according to market capitalisations or something
more complicated such as multi-asset funds.
Charges also vary when the extra administration
charges paid to a platform are hidden.
Particularly at the institutional level, there are
blends between passive (core) and active (satellite)
approaches in portfolio composition. The former
is intended to reduce costs; the latter, amongst
other things, to provide for tactical asset allocation
usually considered an uppermost determinant for
long-term returns.

Add to this mix the hectic debate over ‘smart
beta’, also known as ‘strategic beta’, which aims
to fuse the low fees and transparency in passive
investments that match the market return (beta)
with the market-beating goals (alpha) of active
management. Fortune magazine quotes legendary
Vanguard founder John Bogle as having said that
smart beta “makes claims that are beyond its ability
to fill”.
Defining smart beta as the practice of training
computers to screen broad market-capitalisationbased indices for factors such as low price-earnings
ratios and 12-month price momentum, in an effort
to improve returns, Fortune points out that in
the US some $620bn is invested in more than 600
exchange-traded funds.
BlackRock, which manages $5,4 trillion
including $87bn in smart-beta ETFs, expects that
the $87bn will grow to $1 trillion within the next
three years. It has been firing human stock pickers,
says the article, and “is betting that factor investing
is the future of the struggling asset-management
business”.
In the US as in SA, passives still represent only
a sliver of the asset-management business. Also as
in the US, SA investors are spoiled for choice as
they increasingly popularise ETFs. The upshot of
intensified competition could be a lowering of fees
in both the passive and active spaces.
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This wouldn’t be without problems when it
comes to compliance with the UN-backed Principles
for Responsible Investment, to which most SA
asset managers are signatories, and the Code for
Responsible Investing in SA, which is underpinned
by the voluntary King IV governance code.
Active managers need resources, threatened by
tighter margins, for the research to inform their
engagements with company managements and
proxy votes at shareholder meetings to comply with
the PRI. Passive managers, to behave similarly,
are impotent unless they register ETF-held shares
in their own names (rather difficult when indices
constantly change) or have products (so far absent)
enshrining RI criteria.
They do exist abroad. For example, the S&P
Socially Responsible Index is designed to measure
the performance of securities from the S&P 500 that
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meet sustainability criteria. The MSCI Global LowCarbon Target Index reweights the constituents
of its parent index to reduce its carbon exposure
and deploys portfolio-optimisation techniques to
minimise tracking error.
There are also iSTOXX indices that identify
the environmental, social and governance factors
considered most relevant to business performance
for each index constituent, and overweight or
underweight them based on an ESG score.
In SA, the JSE’s FTSE Russell SRI index is an
informative showcase. It’s more an attempt to
influence the behaviour of companies and than to
be replicable for actual investment.
An unforeseen consequence of the rise in ETF
popularity could be an accompanying fall in SA’s
still-fledgling stakeholder activism. Better that it be
foreseen, and addressed.
n

EBnet Technology
Conference 2017
18 September 2017
08h00 - 17h00
The Maslow Hotel, Rivonia Road, Sandton
R 2 950 per delegate

Some of the topics to be discussed

How technology is
impacting the retirement
fund industry

Artiﬁcial Intelligence Portfolios
Cloud based vs on premise systems
Robo-Advisors
Social Media
E-Learning
Bitcoin
Blockchain

How do they impact on the retirement industry?

Who should attend?

Trustees, Principal Ofﬁcers, HR Managers, Employers,
Consultants and Administrators

Visit www.ebnet.co.za
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TRUSTEE EDUCATION

New heights
Fully sponsored and independent workshops become increasingly successful.

A

Academy masterclass . . . satisfied students

decade ago the Academy of the Association
for Savings & Investment SA (ASISA) decided
to make education of retirement-fund trustees a
cornerstone of its learning programmes. It’s subsequently
worked exceptionally well.
By the middle of this year, a record number of 317
trustees had participated in 26 Academy workshops.
In recent years more than 1 200 trustees have been
reached.
Trustee education had for too long been an
uncoordinated effort by various entities often for selfserving purposes, Academy executive director Terence
Berry believes: “This problem has been resolved. In
consultation with our stakeholders, the right relationships
have been forged.”
Fully funded by the ASISA Foundation, from
sponsorship grants, the independence of the
programmes is assured. In partnership with the
Foundation and Batseta, the Academy offers workshops
across the country on a range of topics:

Investment fundamentals;
Fund governance and ethics;
Responsible investing;
Analysis of annual financial statements;
Formulation and assessment of investment policy
statements;
u Employee and death benefits.
u
u
u
u
u

For even greater impact, says Berry, the Academy
aims to become more than a trusted provider of
independent learning programmes to funds generally:
“We want to design and deliver learning programmes
that meet the unique requirements of particular funds
and their trustees. The deeper learning needs of trustees
in the pharmaceutical industry, for example, would differ
from those of trustees of a fund in the mining industry.”
Also, the Academy is working with Batseta on
a blueprint for trustees to attain qualification as
professionals. This will open career possibilities for them
to become independent trustees of several funds.
n
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I’M
INVESTING
FOR YOUR
FAMILY’S
FUTURE.
AND MY
OWN.
Siboniso Nxumalo

Joint Boutique Head
Old Mutual Global Emerging Markets

We believe that when you are personally invested in something, you are even more driven to
make it succeed. That’s why Siboniso Nxumalo invests his own money alongside yours.
Siboniso is a fund manager of the Old Mutual Global Emerging Market Fund and is joint boutique head of the
Old Mutual Global Emerging Markets boutique. Emerging markets are fast becoming a driver of global growth and we
offer exposure to quality listed companies across a diverse range of global emerging markets. This, coupled with the team’s
focus on sound corporate governance and on-the-ground analysis of potential investments, contributes to their success. But
this is more than just Siboniso’s success, it’s yours too.
Invest where the fund managers invest by contacting an Old Mutual Financial Adviser or
your Broker, call 0860 INVEST (468378) or visit www.oldmutualinvest.com/asinvested

Old Mutual Investment Group (Pty) Ltd is a licensed financial services provider, FSP 604, approved by the Registrar of Financial Services (www.fsb.co.za) to provide intermediary services and advice in terms of the Financial
Advisory and Intermediary Services Act 37 of 2002. Old Mutual Unit Trust Managers (RF) (Pty) Ltd is a registered manager in terms of the Collective Investment Schemes Control Act 45 of 2002. The fund fees and costs that
we charge for managing your investment are accessible on the relevant fund’s minimum disclosure document (MDD) or table of fees and charges, both available on our public website, or from our contact centre. Old Mutual
is a member of the Association of Savings & Investment South Africa (ASISA).
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RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT

Called to account
Purporting to be a retail client, youthful ESG enthusiast Lise Pretorius* did
some dipstick research. Her conclusions invite consideration.

O

nly a handful of the South African asset
managers, invited to articulate how their
claims of responsible investment were being
implemented, have attempted to engage with the
substance of my argument. Originally published by
Moneyweb in May, the managers were identified and
their approaches summarised.
It could be that many asset managers aren’t as
attentive to retail investors as they are to institutional.
If so, it’s a bad sign. Amongst other environmental,
social, and governance (ESG) factors, a responsible
investor seeks to invest in companies that engage with
their stakeholders. A responsible investor should be
held to the same standard.
I’d emailed 27 SA signatories to the UN-backed
Principles for Responsible Investment. In the email I
presented myself as a retail investor looking to move
my assets to a fund that either takes ESG issues into
account or that’s specifically focussed on sustainability.
It clearly asked for an explanation of respective
managers’ ESG integration processes and for details
of any funds that match my preferences. As PRI
signatories, these were the SA asset managers who’d
voluntarily and publically committed to being ESG
integrators. So I’d expected some sort of response from
them all.
This hadn’t happened. In summary:
u Of the 27 asset managers, 13 replied after my

first email. The other 14 were sent a follow-up
email. Six responded after the second email, some
with apologies;
u Eight didn’t respond at all. These were
representatives of Meago, Mvunonala
(unsurprisingly), Mazi, Absa, Argon, Stanlib,
Mergence, and Sanlam (surprisingly).
u Of the 19 responses, not all were useful.
r Cadiz’s reply – perhaps the most forthright –
simply stated that they “don’t take ESG
principles into account when managing
money”;
r Investment Solutions and Investec replied that
there were no ESG funds available to retail
investors. Neither explained their approach to
ESG integration more generally;
r Momentum asked, I presume in jest, for “more
details regarding the term ESG”;
r Ashburton referred to two “ESG hedge funds”,
but the funds’ fact sheets made no mention of
ESG;
r After a non-starter response from Absa, I
then asked why it isn’t offering any funds with
ESG integration given that it’s a PRI signatory.
Having included a copy of the principles in my
replying email, I was told to contact a financial
advisor;
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but attached information about particular
sustainability-related funds available to
retail investors e.g. the Community Growth
investment and gilt funds and the WWF Living
Planet fund;
r 27Four Investments, as a fund of funds
manager, detailed its engagement with
underlying asset managers on ESG policies,
summing up that “there is not a wide range
of rigorous ESG fund options available to
allow us to build risk- managed portfolios”
and contended that “there is a lot of window
dressing”;
r Oasis called with an offer to discuss my
investment preferences. It disclosed fees, taxes
and other logistics around moving my money.

Pretorius . . . disappointed, not disillusioned
r Afena said that it does integrate ESG into its
investment process but does not have any ESGspecific funds, and linked me to its RI policy.
u Of the others, 12 had something useful to say in
varying degrees
r Allan Gray and Coronation gave detailed
explanations of their ESG integration processes
but stated that no retail funds are explicitly
tailored to integrate ESG;
r Drakens, Aeon, Kagiso and Element all gave
detailed explanations of their ESG integration
processes and referred to their retail fund(s)
that integrate ESG;
r Prudential gave a detailed explanation of its
ESG integration, active shareholder involvement
and industry involvement in enhancing ESG,
but did not specify any funds;
r Comanco (jointly owned by trade unions and
Old Mutual), Prescient, and Futuregrowth
gave no explanation of their ESG integration

An important caveat is that an asset manager’s
response, or lack of it, doesn’t necessarily reflect its
commitment to RI. A non-useful response, as Investec
suggested, may have been from a client-services
department not fully up to speed.
Also, of course, some asset managers who offered
thorough explanations of their RI practices might have
included elements of spin. Nonetheless, even accepting
that my research was unscientific, it is illustrative of
asset managers’ different treatment of retail clients
wanting to call them out on RI.
If my individualistic efforts help to stimulate the
thinking of asset managers, on ways to reach bestpractice standards for communication of RI amongst
the public, they will have been worthwhile. There are
good examples for the industry to emulate. Take a
bow Investec, Futuregrowth and Old Mutual for their
engagement with my exercise.
* Lise Pretorius holds an MSc in environmental
economics from the London School of Economics.
Currently at Cape Town consultancy firm GCX, where
she develops long-term sustainability roadmaps for JSElisted clients, she’s soon to join the WWF in Singapore.
There she’ll be working with investors, regulators, stock
exchanges and banks across the South-East Asia region
on integration of ESG into their investment practices. n

BEST FOR MEMBERS

“In the context of a retirement funding arrangement, improving member outcomes is concerned
with building a retirement funding service which changes the mindset of members, achieves a
cost-effective retirement administrative platform, welcoming the future through innovation and
technology whilst strategically positioning members’ total value proposition regarding retirement
services at the centre of decision making”, writes Sam Camilleri, Chief Executive/Principal
Officer of the Natal Joint Municipal Pension & Provident Funds (NJMPF).

T

he NJMPF is a retirement fund for municipal employees in KwaZulu-Natal. It
administers pension funds for the employees and pensioners of the provine’s 55 municipalities. Its vision is to provide superior
retirement services and benefits to 30 000
active members, pensioners and beneficiaries.
At the NJMPF, retirement funding services are about more than collecting contributions, investing responsibly and paying
out benefits. They are also about building a
member who is aware of his or her current
financial situation, able to forecast for the
future and exceed or maintain standards of
living after retirement.
This view of placing the stakeholder at
the centre of retirement funding has resulted
in the NJMPF being recognised by both local and international industry institutions.
They have recognised the NJMPF for its
unwavering levels of good governance, top
quartile investment returns and dedicated
communication programmes, treating customers fairly, financial astuteness and being the benchmark to which other funds can
aspire.
Innovation in retirement administration
goes beyond products and technologies.
It is particularly significant for systems,
methods and approaches used to enhance
performance for beneficiaries of retirement
funds.
Due to SA’s highly regulated environment, some funds tend merely to achieve
standard requirements. They fail to view
systems and stakeholders in their holistic
makeup. NJMPF strives to go beyond the
norm.
A new election process is being introduced by which all members will be able to
vote directly for trustees. This system will
allow each candidate a unique identifiable
barcode to assist in automating the scanning and counting process. In addition, a

Camilleri . . . industry leader
unique barcode will be generated for each
member’s election form.
The voting method has also been enhanced to include voting via the NJMPF
webpage and mobile app. Members can
sign into the NJMPF web portal and click
the voting tabs. The election data is then
filtered back to NJMPF for counting. This
system will assist in preventing duplicate
ballots and assist in verifying each ballot. It
will also generate validation reports and flag
potential inconsistencies.
Further, a new mobile app has been
introduced. It will allow members to interact
with the fund at any time. The objectives are
to use technology as the primary means of
communicating notices and news whilst also
capacitating stakeholders to become more
financially literate. This, together with the
improved NJMPF interactive webpage, will
motivate members to improve their financial
provision for retirement and encourage them
to think regularly about retirement planning.
NJMPF is looking not only at reducing
costs at the saving stage of the member,
but also at the time of retirement by offer-

ing in-house annuities with an approximate
saving in annual fees of 3% to 5%. Also,
NJMPF is using its own balance sheet to
create reserves to meet death and disability benefits for its members. Instead of an
outflow of premiums to an outside insurance
company, NJMPF retains such amounts in
a self-insured fund which has proved to be
most successful. Increases and bonuses
declared to NJMPF pensioners significantly
surpass inflation.
Anticipating legislative changes, NJMPF
has investigated ways to assist provident
fund members when they reach retirement
age. NJMPF will soon offer an in-house annuity at a significant discount on standard
fare.
Regularly engaging and interacting with
the membership, and exercising the NJMPF
Financial Literacy wellness programme, are
important parts of the fund’s communication
strategy. NJMPF has always believed that
financial literacy requires a shift in thinking
and behaviour. That’s why we are engaging
members and pensioners through practical
and efficient methods of communication,
even helping inform them on debt management.
A campaign to liaise directly with senior
municipal officials has proved worthwhile. It
improves communication between the employer, the fund and members while also
helping the NJMPF better to understand
some of the financial challenges faced by
members. This knowledge then guides the
fund’s financial literacy programmes.
Our philosophy is simple: ‘Look at what
constitutes best practice and then try and
surpass it’. The philosophy is seen to apply
in practice. It’s acknowledged by NJMPF
being the recipient of 22 local and 16 international awards, making it the most awarded pension fund in SA.
www.njmpf.co.za
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IINTERNATIONAL

Grapples galore
Pensions and politics are in an uneasy mix the world over,
Kobus Hanekom* has found.

I

recently participated in a panel discussion of the
International Pension & Employee Benefit Lawyers
Association in Prague under the topic: “Pensions
Crises: Many jurisdictions report that significant
percentages of their populations are unable to retire
with the level of dignity they would have liked and that
future prospects for many fund members appear to be
weakening.”

High-level participants agreed on certain conclusions:
The jurisdiction with the best results has
u A significant contributory state old-age pension,
supplemented by occupational pensions arranged on
a group basis;
u Strict rules to enforce financial disciplines and avoid
leakages;
u Significant economies of scale with limited
individual choice.
Jurisdictions with poorer results have
u Less significant (contributory) state old-age
pensions, supplemented by occupational pensions
arranged on a group basis;
u Fewer rules to enforce financial discipline and avoid
leakages;
u Smaller economies of scale with more individual
choice and retail options at retail prices.
Most significant challenges worldwide include
u Longevity: The solution adopted by most appears
to be postponement of the retirement date. Many
jurisdictions are already at age 66 and are phasing

in age 67 or older. The challenge is to find ways
to prepare and protect stakeholders during the
transition phase;
u Blurring contrast between work and retirement:
The general principle “earn and contribute to your
retirement fund for a period of around 40 years
so you can retire and live on your pension for a
period of around 20 years” is making way for a
more gradual progression from work to retirement.
Members who have not saved enough to retire often
have no choice but to find ways to earn an income
for longer. Retirement funds must adjust to serve
these needs. Many jurisdiction will allow members
to continue to belong and contribute to their
previous employer’s occupational fund.
Demographics are changing in first world countries.
OECD statistics suggest that during the 1950s there
were 7.2 persons between ages 20 and 65 for each
person older than 65 on average. By 2010 it reduced
to 4.1 and is predicted to reduce to 2.1 by 2050. It is
therefore no longer possible for affected jurisdictions
to grow out of any funding shortfall by way of a pay-asyou-go model. The only sustainable solution is financial
discipline. The state and or the members have to make
sufficient contributions to the fund over the required
period for the pensions system to be sustainable.
The world of work is changing. The “on-demand
economy” – fuelled by interconnectivity, new
technology and different needs of the younger
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generation – is already impacting. The current
retirement fund models must shift even further from
being employer-centric to more member-centric.
Retirement funds will have to focus more on the needs
of the individuals they serve.
It is predicted that, by 2020, more than 40% of
American workers will be freelancers. The shift in
Europe appears only marginally lower. The on-demand
economy seems particularly to suit millennials who
might, for example, prefer using Uber than to buying
a car. Also, permanent employment is harder to find.
Changes driven by technology may put a significant
part of the population at an even bigger disadvantage,
so they will require more state support. Categorisation
issues may cause a reduction in taxes and levies (think
retirement funds, unemployment insurance and
workmens’ compensation), putting greater pressure on
the funding of pensions and social security.
Key strategic approaches
When retirement-funding systems are reviewed in the
context of these challenges, the better results should be
shown by:
u Compulsory fund membership
(combination of a state pension
and occupational retirement
funds);
u An alignment between the
taxation model and contribution
payments;
u Aligning levels of standardisation
to dynamic thresholds.
But there are significant differences between firstworld jurisdictions and SA. The number of South
Africans who carry the tax burden in relation to the
number who need assistance is so significant that a
state old-age pension at much higher than present levels
cannot realistically be supported.
Because of high uneemployment, many South
Africans will simply be unable to enjoy a significant
pension. Further, there’s the systemic risk associated
with putting everyone’s savings into one statecontrolled fund such as the proposed National Social

Security Fund.
It doesn’t mean that we shouldn’t create appropriate
infrastructure for those who earn an income and can be
required to make provision for their own retirement.
We should make it compulsory for all those
who earn over a certain threshold to contribute a
minimum amount to a retirement fund. We should
allow the private-sector retirement fund industry
to develop practical and cost-effective solutions to
serve this market effectively. Were a fund to fail,
the UK has shown how it can be handled with state
support.
Culture and balance of power
One comes away from an international conference with
the sense that development of a country’s retirement
system often has more to do with its culture and the
balance of political power than with its academic
understanding of the most appropriate model.
In the Czech Republic, for example, we were told
that it has only a state old-age pension. Legislation to
provide for occupational pensions (to align with the
rest of Europe) was withdrawn by a government which
feared it would be voted from power if the contribution
burden shifted from employer to member.
The position in Greece could have been much more
workable if the party in power did not agree to pensions
that were so rich that the country simply could not
afford it. In Belgium, compulsory annuitisation was
scrapped in favour of lump sums because it increased
the government’s short-term tax income and helped
balance the budget.
In SA, auto enrolment and compulsory fund
contributions will increase the cost of labour. It will
also reduce the take-home pay of those affected. Some
pushback must be expected when these measures are
introduced.
It will take a great deal of political will to implement
a more sustainable SA pension-fund system. Is there
that will?
* Hanekom is principal officer of the Sanlam Umbrella
Fund and contracted principal consultant at Simeka
n
Consultants & Actuaries.
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THE FUTURE
IS IN OU R
HANDS

Fut u r eg r owth is a l icens e d Fi n an ci al S e r v i ce s P rov i de r.

At Futuregrowth, we create the difference
we want to see in the world. As a leading
investor in development in South Africa,
we’re building a stronger economy and
delivering social benefits to communities
while targeting sustainable returns for
retirement funds. The future is in our hands.
Let’s build it together.

www.futuregrowth.co.za
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Minefield for trustees
Help in navigating distribution of death benefits is offered by
Jeanetta Hendricks, business development manager at FedGroup.

P

eople can bequeath their estates
to whomever they please. But this
freedom does not extend to distribution
of approved death benefits payable from a
fund registered under the Pension Funds
Act.
When a member of a pension fund
dies before retirement age, the fund
trustees must determine how the death
benefit of the member is distributed
amongst his/her beneficiaries and
dependents. The member’s nominationof-beneficiary form should only serve as
a guide or investigative tool.
According to s37C, any person who
was factually or legally dependent on the
fund member should receive a fair and
equitable share of the benefit. Dependents
could therefore include spouses, children,
parents, and/or any other legal or
financial dependents. This makes death
benefit distributions highly subjective.
Determining the links
Trustees also have the unenviable task of
balancing the law’s intended outcomes
with compassion to address the best
interests of unique family units. For
example, the more a family deviates from
a family unit where the married parents
and children all live in the same house,
the more difficult it becomes to prove the
links that determine dependency. The
absence of formal marriage structures
makes a distribution investigation more
onerous.
Considerations could also include
factual dependents e.g. same-sex
partners, stepchildren, foster children,
or a common-law spouse. Trustees need
to determine how these relationships are
viewed in the eyes of the law and in the
context of dependency. These are material
factors in determining fair and equitable
distribution.
Levels of support
Adding complexity is the level of support
required by each beneficiary. This can

Hendricks . . . through the complexity

be difficult to anticipate. For example,
young children will need support until
they are majors while their parents would
need support until they die. Trustees
must also deal with the question of which
generation the deceased member has a
bigger responsibility to support.
The most difficult aspect of
distribution is often the investigation
needed to ensure all possible beneficiaries
have been located. The investigation
should be concluded within 12 months of
the fund member’s death. The deceased
may well have a split family structure, or
partners who might be unaware of each
other. Some potential dependents may
not know of the fund member’s death.
When fund members hide illegitimate
children, discovery of these dependents
is extremely difficult. Trustees must be
mindful of the implications once the
distribution has been paid.
Further, trustees must make every
reasonable effort to identify and trace all
dependents. The Act doesn’t say how to
determine qualified dependents or how
trustees should apportion the benefits
when making determinations. Nor are
there express instructions, procedures or
formulae on steps regarded as reasonable.
Breaking legislative silos
Familial structures must be treated
case-by-case in accordance with the

unique circumstances of the deceased’s
household. Yet trustees are usually remote
from families’ and dependents’ realities.
To make informed decisions, trustees
need not only conduct investigations that
are thorough and factual. They should
also refer to relevant legislation within
and ancillary to the retirement industry.
But there’s a tendency to read the Act
only, then to rely mainly on industry best
practices and value judgments on who
qualifies as a beneficiary to make fair and
equitable distributions.
To promote better compliance and
good governance, the Financial Services
Board released circular PF 130. While it
does not deal specifically with distribution
of death benefits, it is a valuable guide to
service providers’ best practice.
To help support the trustees’ process
and ultimate decision, there is case law
as well as ancillary legislation e.g. the
Children’s Act, Divorce Act, Maintenance
Act (when making determinations on
minor children), or the Civil Union Act
and Recognition of Customary Marriages
Act (to determine spousal or partner
apportionment).
Some or all could also help inform due
diligence on death benefit distributions.
However, trustees have no clear guidelines
on which piece of legislation to apply
when Acts conflict.
A decision on how to distribute a
death benefit requires a multi-faceted
approach to the trustees’ deliberation
process. The actual apportionment is
also based on how the trustees interpret
the required information. Different
boards might make different allocations,
although all the allocations could be seen
as equitable and fair.
Beneficiaries are completely bound by
the decision of the trustee, and trustees in
turn shoulder an enormous responsibility.
It requires not only a deep understanding
of the applicable regulations and Acts, but
also the sensitivity and skill to judge each
case on its merits.
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PERSONAL LIABILITY

Governance
failures
Similar principles apply to trustees and directors.
The state can set a much better example.

T

he 2008 Companies Act is a fine piece of
legislation. Importantly amongst its numerous
objectives, it seeks to protect shareholders and
creditors from abuse by directors.
More than this, it gives legal force to key aspects
of the voluntary King code on corporate governance.
Like the Pension Funds Act, the Companies Act has
much to say about fiduciary responsibilities and
reckless trading. It also provides for circumstances
where a director can be declared delinquent. And it
prescribes penalties, inclusive of personal liability.
Nail one set of directors for personal liability to see
how quickly other directors of mismanaged stateowned enterprises will fall into line. Circumstances
at Eskom, recently exposed, make it look an ideal
vehicle to begin the test for SA Airways and Transnet
(amongst others) also to heed.
Because Eskom is a company, the Act applies to
it. As Eskom’s sole shareholder, the state on behalf
of Eskom’s funders – being the public at large as
electricity consumers vulnerable to tariff hikes, and
through financial institutions such as pension funds
that buy its bonds – should be in the first line of attack
to ensure compliance.

Since this is perhaps too much to expect of the
state, which had appointed the directors, in the second
line is the plethora on non-government organisations
and opposition political parties. Several have taken it
upon themselves to institute appropriate litigation for
calling state entities to account. On occasion, they’ve
succeeded in clawing back recompense.
Fresh grist to their mill is the behaviour of the
Eskom directors in having approved the transaction
by which Glencore donated Optimum Coal Mine to
Gupta-controlled Tegeta Exploration & Resources.
Eskom had written off a R2,1bn asset, owed to it by
Optimum when controlled by Glencore, for zero
consideration (TT June-Aug).
Now comes the revelation that the extent of the
R2,1bn write-off was simultaneously moderated by a
R255,4m payment to Eskom from Optimum (following
the transfer of its ownership to Tegeta), equivalent to a
discount of almost 90% on Eskom’s original claim.
This amount was more than offset by the R650m
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advance payment by Eskom to Optimum, once it
fell under Tegeta control, for coal from Optimum
that Eskom had considered sub-standard; hence the
R2,1bn penalty that Eskom had imposed on Optimum
when it previously fell under Glencore.
Can it be that this series of arrangements, in favour
of Tegeta, was consistent with the fiduciary duty of
the Eskom directors in conducting themselves for
the benefit of Eskom alone? The Companies Act is
uncompromising.
At s76, for example, it’s provided that a director must
act:
u In good faith and for a proper purpose;
u In the best interests of the company;
u With the degree of care, skill and diligence that
may reasonably be expected of a person carrying
out the same functions in relation to the company
as those carried out by that director, and having
the general knowledge, skill and experience of that
director.

I

t continues at s77 to say that any director is liable
for any loss, damages or costs sustained by the
company as a direct or indirect consequence of the
director having agreed to the business of the company
having been carried on in a prohibited manner e.g.
recklessly, with gross negligence or “being party to
an act or omission by the company despite knowing
that the act or omission was calculated to defraud a
company creditor, employee or shareholder, or had
another fraudulent purpose”.
There’s additionally the severe s162 for a court
to declare a director “delinquent”. This is where the
director had, for example, “intentionally, or by gross
negligence, inflicted harm upon the company”. Then
the court may order, for instance, that “the person
concerned...pay compensation to any person adversely
affected by the person’s conduct as a director, to the
extent that such a victim does not otherwise have a
legal basis to claim compensation”.
Every person with an interest in electricity tariffs,
and every financier of the company’s debt, might
arguably be considered a victim of the Eskom board’s
conduct over the Optimum/Tegeta transaction. It’s for

lawyers to match judicial interpretations with relevant
facts.
The Eskom directors, at the time of the transaction,
could well have plausible defences for their actions. In
the process of accountability, thus far lacking, there’s
a great opportunity to hear these defences from them
directly. The Companies Act can only have meaning,
as a constraint on directors doing as they please, to the
extent that its provisions are applied.
Ditto when it comes to trustees under the Pension
n
Funds Act.

1560

(i)
(ii)
Artist’s impression.

(iv)
(iii)

THE FURTHER YOU TRAVEL,
THE MORE OPPORTUNITIES
YOU’LL FIND.
Nothing stops the caribou when it’s on
the move. Not snow, not lakes and rivers,
not even mating. After all, when you only eat
grass and lichen, you make sure it’s the very best grass
and lichen, even if you have to travel 3000km to get to it.
Allan Gray and our global asset management partner Orbis
share the caribou’s philosophy. We know that the further you go,
the greater your investment prospects. That to be a successful
investor you have to access opportunities beyond the 1% of the
global equity market represented by South Africa. We realise that
the choices out there can be overwhelming, so we’ve narrowed
down the options to what we think are the most fertile offshore
investment opportunities, in the Orbis Global Equity Fund.
To be more like the caribou call Allan Gray on 0860 000 654
or your financial adviser, or visit www.allangray.co.za

(v)

Allan Gray Unit Trust Management (RF) Proprietary Limited (the ‘Management Company’) is registered as a management company under the Collective Investment Schemes Control Act 45 of 2002. Allan Gray Proprietary Limited
(the ‘Investment Manager’), an authorised financial services provider, is the appointed investment manager of the Management Company and is a member of the Association for Savings & Investment South Africa (ASISA). Collective
Investment Schemes in Securities (unit trusts or funds) are generally medium- to long-term investments. Except for the Allan Gray Money Market Fund, where the Investment Manager aims to maintain a constant unit price, the value
of units may go down as well as up. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. The Management Company does not provide any guarantee regarding the capital or the performance of the unit trusts. The Orbis
Global Equity Fund invests in shares listed on stock markets around the world. Funds may be closed to new investments at any time in order for them to be managed according to their mandates. Unit trusts are traded at ruling prices
and can engage in borrowing and scrip lending. A schedule of fees, charges and maximum commissions is available on request from the Management Company.
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HUMAN SETTLEMENTS
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

Better lives for all
It’s official that Gauteng’s post-apartheid cities are on their way.
The Gauteng province, as the largest economic hub of South
Africa, attracts people from various walks of life who seek better
opportunities or want to improve their skills either in the workplace
or academically. This has led to an increased demand for a place
to stay for those who come from outside the province as well the
growing population of residents.
As part of dealing with this challenge, the Gauteng Provincial
Government initiated the Mega Human Settlements Projects in all
five corridors of the province. These Mega Projects are about building
cities that encompass the needs of all people who reside in them.
This paradigm shift in the provision of human settlements will
direct the province towards a radical management of housing
delivery. It will drastically change the current model which had
some loopholes as the output on housing delivery was less than
needed.
Also, sporadic houses were sometimes at the periphery of cities
and away from economic opportunities. The intended cities will
yield no fewer than 10 000 units per project either in an existing
development cluster or in a new nodal development.
The Mega Projects will comprise mixed housing typologies to
accommodate all the residents. These typologies include fullybonded houses for those who can afford them; rental stock;
social housing; semi-bonded houses through the Finance Linked
Individual Subsidy Programme, and fully-subsidised houses
commonly described as RDP or low-cost housing.

The cities will also have social amenities such as clinics, schools
and libraries for the residents to use. They will additionally
have light industries where residents will have employment
opportunities. Residents of the new cities will also be able to tap
into opportunities that already exist in those areas.
The new cities will reinforce the key principles and considerations
of spatial reconfiguration, township economy revitalisation and
massive infrastructure investment as a means of transforming
settlements into productive cities that are inclusive, sustainable
and built on principles of good governance. They will promote
social, racial, economic and cultural integration.
These new cities will require government to invest in more
hospitals, smart schools and improvement of public transport,
roads (including new freeways) and other critical infrastructure.
The province has planned for eight hospitals to be built within the
next two years. Twenty schools will also be built within the same
period.
Although funding has been made available for most of these
projects, in some cases more funding is still required particularly
for bulk services. We call upon the private sector to partner with
us. This strategic perspective is a game changer in the delivery
of integrated human settlements since our fresh approach will
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ensure that socio-economic opportunities are within easy reach of
clinics, schools, libraries and recreational facilities prioritised for
the benefit of residents.

The implementation of this grand plan is aligned to the ‘National
Development Plan – Vision 2030’. The roll out of mega projects is
informed by this approach.

There are currently 31 mega human settlements projects planned.
Most are undergoing approval processes and some of them
already having attained all the necessary approvals. Whilst
government is making funding available for these projects, we call
upon the private sector to partner with us.

It is therefore imperative that we not only maintain this
standard but raise the bar. Informed by the Gauteng Provincial
Government’s strategy of Transformation, Modernisation and
Reindustrialisation, referred to as TMR and adopted in 2014, we
are developing integrated human settlements (mega cities) across
our five development corridors in our on-going efforts to eradicate
the housing backlog.

These cities will be built in and across the five development
corridors in all our municipalities: the Central Corridor anchored
by the City of Johannesburg is a financial and ICT hub of our
economy; the Northern Corridor anchored by the City of Tshwane
is the automotive industry hub and capital city of our country;
the Eastern Corridor anchored by the City of Ekurhuleni is the
manufacturing hub and an aerotropolis centre of the province; the
Southern Corridor anchored by Sedibeng (Vaal) area is home of
the steel industry and a tourist attraction, particularly with huge
opportunities around the Vaal river, and the Western Corrridor
anchored by the West Rand is a home of the mining industry,
agro-processing and a tourist attraction around the Maropeng
Cradle of Humankind.
We are creating these cities with the understanding that decent
housing is a human right that needs to be satisfied as this
contributes to efforts to restore the dignity of our people. We
can therefore ill-afford not to provide, within government means,
shelter for those who cannot afford to provide for themselves.

The TMR strategy has created various opportunities for the
provincial government, the private sector and Gauteng citizens
to enter into meaningful and lasting relationships to build a global
City Region that is inclusive and prosperous. This will allow for
government to seize the moment to realise our collective goal of
creating a better life for all our people.
Aligned to the TMR strategy is a revolutionary concept of building
Mega Cities. The implementation of mega human settlements
projects is being executed through a partnership between all
spheres of government – local, provincial and national.
The provincial government is talking to national government
and municipalities to avail land in their ownership to make the
creation of these post-apartheid cities a reality. We are also
talking to private landowners to negotiate for the purchase of their
land. Some developers have already acquired land needed for
development of the mega projects.
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T

here’s a racket in at least one
division of the court system.
First you go through the effort and
expense of obtaining a debt judgment
against an individual or company.
Then send the papers to a sheriff
who is expected to serve the writ of
execution. Only, he doesn’t.
What he does is keep coming back
with a reason for being unable to
serve. Each time he asks for another
R550 (the going rate) before he’ll try
again to serve the writ. From personal
experience, it can cost a few thousand
rand until one tires of being caught
for a sucker.
Best advice is to have an attorney
accompany the sheriff (at additional
cost). It’s impossible to say whether
another dimension to the racket is the
sheriff being paid off on his arrival
with the writ.
As if there weren’t already
sufficient problems with criminal
justice, they aren’t needed with civil
justice too.

uuuuu
onald Trump says that,
had he known Jeff Sessions
would act in an ethical manner (by
recusing himself from the Russia
investigation), he would never have
appointed Sessions as attorney
general in the first place.
ANC secretary general Gwede
Mantashe says that ANC MPs who
wanted to vote according to their
conscience should have discovered
their consciences before they agreed

D

to become members of parliament on
the ANC list.
Is Trump taking his cue from
Mantashe, or Mantashe from Trump?
Peas in a pod. Ethics and consciences
have no place in their versions of
democracy.

enough in Treasury even for social
grants to keep pace with inflation.
Still to come are a comprehensive
social-security scheme and national
health insurance.
Keep believing that money grows
on trees and perish the consequences.

uuuuu
ape Town will have to look,
sooner than later, at the
purchase of desalination technology.
It has a difficulty in that the world
leader is Israel and there’re more
than a few people in the Cape who’re
opposed to buying anything from
Israel.
Choices will need to be made.
Either buy the technology from Israel,
or buy it through an intermediary that
uuuuu
will take a commission for disguising
he media are frequently referred the source, or Capetonians won’t be
to “spokespeople” for comment.
able to flush their lavatories.
It’s an apt term.
Remember that you read it here
Just as a good story beckons, they first.
attempt to intervene with spokes in
the wheel.
uuuuu
anging on about personal
liability (see elsewhere in this
uuuuu
an Mahlangu of Cosatu has
TT), two questions for the Stuttafords
welcomed, as a “victory for
directors should there be an inquiry
workers”, yet another National
into the group’s liquidation:
Treasury postponement of its
When did you first contemplate
decision to implement mandatory
business rescue? When did you last
annuitisation of two thirds of
place orders with suppliers?
provident-fund payouts.
uuuuu
Some victory for when these
hen a man opens a car door
workers face retirement. As matters
for his wife, it’s either a new
stand in a contracting economy
car or a new wife.
n
with a shrinking tax base, there isn’t
uuuuu
uch of the old SA resonates
perversely in the new. Recall
the slogan of the old United Party:
“White leadership with justice.”
It’s might be tempting for a certain
presidential contender to consider
an appropriate adaptation that pretty
much summarises what he appears to
be proposing: “Black leadership with
justice.”
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10 000 employers
trust us with their
employee benefits.
We don’t know what keeps your employees up at night. We don’t know whether it’s worrying
about the future, or their finances. But we do know that lost productivity due to sleepless nights
can cost your company up to R46 000 per employee.
That’s why we give your employees real support, and peace of mind, with comprehensive
benefits like Trauma Counselling, Retirement, and Life Cover. It’s why more employers trust us
with their employee benefits than any other.
To give your bottom line the Liberty Corporate Advantage, speak to your Financial Adviser,
visit liberty.co.za, or call us on 011 408 2999.

The Advantage of Knowing

Liberty is an Authorised Financial Services Provider in terms of the FAIS Act (Licence No. 2409)
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Our commitment
to your future
has been
recognised.
Again.
We’ve been awarded the 2017 FIA Product Supplier
of the Year in the Employee Benefits category. It’s the
5th time in 7 years, an independent award that’s
judged by the experts in the industry - financial advisers.
For our clients, it’s reassurance that their retirement
savings are in good hands and for our employees, it’s
affirmation that what they’re doing, they’re doing very,
very well. Because that’s what makes us Wealthsmiths™.

www.sanlam.co.za
Sanlam is a Licensed Financial Services Provider.

